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The BJP is set to roll out a
mega campaign blitzkrieg

in poll-bound West Bengal
with Prime Minister Narendra
Modi visiting the State on
March 7 to address his first
public rally after announce-
ment of poll dates by the
Election Commission.

Apart from Modi, Home
Minister Amit Shah and BJP
national president JP Nadda are
likely to share about 120 pub-
lic rallies among them in the
poll-bound Bengal, BJP sources
said.

Out of at least 800 rallies to
be addressed by the national
BJP leaders in the State, the
Prime Minister will address 20,
party sources said. Sources
also said that the PM’s Brigade
Ground rally would also be
attended by the people from
across the country from as far
as Uttarakhand.

The Home Minister and
the BJP president are likely to
address 50 rallies each in the
State which goes to eight-phase
polls for its 294 seats.

Chief Ministers of the BJP-
ruled States, all key Central
Ministers and a number of BJP
MPs are to descend down on
Bengal to give power to the
party’s campaign.

The party is also trying to
draw some of the Bollywood
stars to match TMC’s glamour,
colour and the punch.

Besides 20-odd rallies in
West Bengal, beginning March

7, the Prime Minister will hold
at least six public rallies in
Assam where the BJP is confi-
dent of victory for the second
time.

Modi would focus in north
and middle Bengal where party
had fared well as also in south-
ern part which is a TMC
stronghold.

There could always be
more rallies by the Prime
Minister “if the situation

demands”, sources said while
pointing out that he is in
demand in other States too.

The Left-Congress-Indian
Secular Front has already had
their electoral “Brigade-show”
of strength on February 28.

In the run-up to the
Sunday rally, party workers
are holding corner meetings to
invite people to the rally. BJP
workers from other BJP-ruled
States too are extending their

helping hand to make the
Sunday Parade Ground show at
Kolkata a grand success.

The elections for the 294
Assembly seats in West Bengal
will begin on March 27. The
State is going to witness eight-
phase Assembly polls this year.

In Assam, the Assembly
elections shall be held in three
phases beginning from March
27 with the final round of vot-
ing taking place on April 6.

Meanwhile, Uttar Pradesh
Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath
on Tuesday attacked the
Mamata Banerjee Government
for allowing love jehad and cow
smuggling in the State.

Yogi, who was speaking at
a rally near Bulbulchandi in
Malda district said how ram-
pant cases of “love jehad is hap-
pening in Bengal with the State
Government allowing that to

happen.”
The UP Chief Minister

who promised to stop all that
anomalies if the BJP came to
power in Bengal said, “In UP
we have made a law against
love jehad and have brought the
menace under control… but in
Bengal the Trinamool Congress
is allowing this to happen.”
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Fissures widened further in
the Congress a day after

senior Congress leader Anand
Sharma slammed the party
leadership for its tie-up with the
Indian Secular Front (ISF) in
the poll-bound West Bengal.
On Tuesday, Bengal Congress
chief Adhir Ranjan
Chowdhury hinted at a possi-
ble split in the party when he
questioned the intention of his
colleague “who is trying to
please his future boss’ in a ref-
erence to speculation that
Sharma may join the BJP.

“If his intention was hon-
est, he could have simply called
me. I would have explained the
decision of alliance partners to
him...but he thought it was bet-
ter to tarnish the image of the
Congress to please somebody
who could be his future polit-
ical boss,” Chowdhury said.

While Sharma is Deputy
Leader of Opposition in the
Rajya Sabha, Adhir Ranjan
Chowdhury is Leader of the
Congress in the Lok Sabha.

The West Bengal Congress
chief went ahead to accuse
Anand Sharma of criticising

the Congress without any rea-
son. “Anand Sharma is more
vocal against Congress without
any reason. He is simply blow-
ing the issue out of proportion,”
Chowdhury stated.

In response to the criticism
over alliance with Furfura
Sharif cleric Abbas Siddiqui’s
ISF, Chowdhury took to twit-
ter to respond to Sharma.
“Know Your Facts, Anand
Sharma ji. 

Would urge a select group
of distinguished Congressmen
to rise above always seeking
personal comfort spots & stop
wasting time singing praises of
PM (Narendra Modi),”
Chowdhury mentioned.

Amid the continued war of
words between two party vet-
erans over the alliance partners
for Assembly elections in West
Bengal, Congress chief Sonia
Gandhi on Tuesday constitut-
ed a screening committee
under the chairmanship of vet-
eran Delhi Congress leader JP
Aggarwal. The screening com-
mittee constituted for the eight-

phase Bengal Assembly polls
starting March 27 also have
Mahesh Joshi and Naseem
Khan as members besides some
ex-officio members, including
the State Pradesh Congress
Committee (PCC) president
and the AICC in-charge for
West Bengal. 

The panel would screen the
probable party candidates and
put forward its recommenda-
tions to the Central Election
Committee of the Congress
chaired by party chief Sonia
Gandhi.

The grand old party also
formed a screening committee
for poll bound States of Kerala,
Tamil Nadu and Puducherry.
While party veteran HK Patil
will chair the Kerala Screening
Committee with former CM
Oomen Chandy and former
Union Minister Tariq Anwar as
its member, Digvijay Singh
will head TN and Puducherry
with senior leaders KS Alagiri,
K Suresh and former
Puducherry CM V
Naranswamy as its members.
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Delhi recorded no new
Covid-19 fatality on

Tuesday, even as 217 new cases
pushed the city’s infection tally
to 6,39,681, and the positivity
rate fell from 0.44 per cent to
0.33 per cent, the health depart-
ment said.

The new cases came out of
66,624 tests for Covid-19 con-
ducted on Monday, as per data
shared by the department.

Seventy-eight more people
have recovered from the dis-
ease in the national Capital, it
showed.

Delhi had recorded 175
new cases of Covid-19 on
Monday. The death toll due to
the disease in the city stands at
10,911. 
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Hooghly: Amid an ongoing
exodus from, the ruling
Trinamool Congress ahead of
the West Bengal Assembly elec-
tions, two-time party MLA
from Pandabeswar in Paschim
Barddhaman district and for-
mer Asansol mayor, Jitendra
Tiwari, joined the BJP on
Tuesday.
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Asserting that the Covid-19
badly impacted the State

economy, Himachal Pradesh
Chief  Minister Jai  Ram
Thakur on Tuesday tabled
supplementary demands for
grants of �9125.12 crore for
2020-21 in the Vidhan Sabha.

Speaking during the third
day of the Budget Session of
the State Assembly, the Chief
Minister said that revenue
receipts were affected in the
Covid-19 pandemic, and it
was necessary to ensure that
committed obligations of the
government are fully met.

Relief was provided to
every section of the society
and now, the state is coming
out of the economic recession,
he said.

Giving details of the sup-

plementary demands, the
Chief Minister said that out of
the total  supplementar y
demands of �9125.12 crore,
�8,448.17 crore is under non-
plan schemes, �280.84 crore
under the plan and �396.11
crore under the centrally
sponsored schemes.

Major expenditure pro-
posed under the plan schemes
includes �108 crore to Health
and Family Welfare
Department for construction
of buildings, �86.74 crore for
World Bank Aided
Horticulture Development
Project and to provide addi-
tional subsidy to the horti-
culturists, �45.84 crore for
Bhanupalli-Bilaspur-Beri Rail
Line and development of
water transport  project
between Tatta Pani and
Slapper, �17.36 crore to

Education Department for
the construction of buildings
and parking and �11.93 crore
to Public Works Department
for the construction of roads
and buildings.

Thkaur informed the
House that under the non-
plan expenditure, a sum of
�7,999.57 crore has been pro-
vided for ways and means
advance. 

WMAs are temporary
advances given by the RBI to
the government to tide over
any mismatch in receipts and
payments.

The Chief Minister said
that the WMAs get repaid
during the year itself and its
net effect on borrowings is
zero. The Government of
India this year has increased
the amount of this facility
from �550 crore to �880 crore
for the state due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, he said.

Thakur further said the
State  Government  took
advantage of this facility pro-
vided by the  C entra l
Government, so that the bur-
den of the debt does not
increase on the State.

Due to the COVID-19
lockdown, the sources of
income of HRTC and HPTDC
had been adversely affected
due to which the payment of
salary or pension liabilities of
employees became difficult.
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Presenting the first Budget of
Shivraj Singh Chouhan

Government in the fourth
term, Finance Minister Jagdish
Devda offered no relief to the
public and also did not burden
them with any fresh tax.

Presenting the first paper-
less Budget of the State in MP
Assembly on Tuesday, Devda
talked about Aatmnirbhar MP
concept floated by Chief
Minister Shivraj Singh
Chouhan in line with the
Aatmnirbhar Bharat slogan
given by the Prime Minister
Narendra Modi.

Former Congress minister
Bala Bachchan however inter-
rupted the minister saying the
BJP government has ensured
that per capita income is
reduced and fiscal deficit
mounted in the last one year or
so.

In a slight relief to 1984
Union Carbide victims, the
BJP government has proposed
to restart their pension. Meant
for senior citizens, the CM
Teerth Darshan Yojana will
also be restarted.

Besides increasing 1235

seats of MBBS in medical col-
leges in two years, the state gov-
ernment will convert two engi-
neering colleges and five poly-
technic colleges into Schools of

Excellence.
To speed up work of Indore

and Bhopal metro rail, Rs 262
cr have been provisioned in the
annual in the Rs 2.40 lakh cr

budget. State capital will get a
police hospital and every dis-
trict will get Mahila Thana.

The budget laid special
focus on farming and Rs 1,000

cr have been provisioned for
0% farm loans and Rs 2,000 cr
have been provisioned for a
new crop purchase scheme.

The budget has announced
new medical colleges in
Sheopur, Mandla, Singrauli,
Neemuch, Mandsaur, Damoh,
Chhatarpur and Rajgarh.

The finance minister
announced a water revolution
saying the budget for the
scheme of supplying piped
water to every household in
urban and rural area has been
revised budget provision of Rs
5962 cr. Earlier the scheme had
a provision of 1364 cr.

Among infrastructure pro-
jects, Chhatarpur will get a
ropeway in Jatashankar area, 65
new bridges will be built, 105

railway bridges, 2441 km fresh
roads will be laid, Narmada
expressway will be developed
for linking east and west areas
of the state and 4500MW solar
parks will be built.

Under CM Rise scheme,
9200 schools will be equipped
with all the modern facilities.
In the current fiscal year, the
state government plans to
recruit 24,200 new teachers in
schools. 

The minister announced
that Centre has assigned in
principal approval for Khelo
India Youth Games to be held
in Madhya Pradesh in year
2022.

Later, speaking to the
media, the minister said that
the state government hasn’t

imposed any fresh levy on the
public. We implemented sug-
gestions of the commoners
and also took care of the
farmers, he added. He accept-
ed that there have been rev-
enue constraints due to the
Covid19 pandemic.

He however fended off
queries on no relaxation
offered on fuel and other
essential commodities and
services. The MP assembly
was later adjourned by the
speaker Girish Gautam and
the Hosue will meet against on
March 4.

Meanwhile, the Congress
party was quick to slam the
Shivraj government. “The
budget seems a bundle of lies,
directionless and web of data,”
MPCC chief Kamal Nath said
in a tweet.

Expected relief on fuel,
property registration fee and
continuation of farm loan
waiver, job creation steps and
steps to bolster women safety
seemed elusive, he added. The
budget has nothing for the
public, its exact opposite to
what was anticipated by the
common man, Nath added
further. 
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Chief Minister Shivraj Singh
Chouhan has said that the

Budget presented in the Vidhan
Sabha on Tuesday will lead the
State towards the path of
progress. Madhya Pradesh will
move rapidly towards self-
reliance. This Budget is special
as it provides for a 42 percent
increase in capital expendi-
ture in the new fiscal year
compared to previous year,
nine new missions for
Atmanirbhar Madhya Pradesh
and provision of adequate
funds for essential amenities in
basic areas that will make life
easier for citizens. This Budget
is a medium to implement the
motto of Sarve Bhavantu
Sukhinahah Sarve Santu
Niramaya.

Chouhan said that Budget
of Madhya Pradesh, presented
today can be considered as a

symbol of peoples aspirations
and expectations. This Budget
is a reflection of the vision and
mission of the Government.
The Budget ensures rebuilding
of the damaged economy after
the adverse circumstances due
to Corona period and the inter-
est of the common people.

Budget that paves the way
for an Atmanirbhar Madhya
Pradesh

Chief Minister Shri
Chouhan said that the resolve
of building an Atmanirbhar
Madhya Pradesh was taken in
September 2020 to fulfill Prime
Minister Shri Narendra Modis
goal of Atmanirbhar Bharat.
The road map of Atmanirbhar
Madhya Pradesh was devel-
oped in Madhya Pradesh for
which suggestions were sought
from the common man based
on infrastructure, health and
education, economy and
employment. The Budget was

prepared with a long-term
view based on these priorities.

Chouhan said that there
are four major pillars of
Atmanirbhar Madhya Pradesh
under which, nine new mis-
sions will be operated. Under
the physical infrastructure,
Mission Nirman, Mission
Gramodaya and Mission
Nagarodaya will be started.
Mission Niramay and Mission
Bodhi will be started under
Education and Health. Mission
Earth, Mission Daksha and
Mission Swavalamban will be
started under Economy and
Employment. Apart from this,
a mission will also be started
under an important pillar of the
Atmanirbhar Madhya Pradesh
roadmap called Mission Jana-
gana. The Government will
work round-the -clock in mis-
sion mode to achieve the goals
of building a Atmanirbhar
Madhya Pradesh.
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Shahjehanabad police 
has booked four miscreants

who attempted burglary at
Reliable Colony in Sanjay
Nagar late in the night on
Monday.

Police said that the victim,
Kailash Khatri, found that
three of his neighbours were
in the gallery while one was
inside after he returned late in
the night.  The accused
escaped from the spot. Later,
the victim approached the
police and lodged a com-
plaint.

On the receipt of the
information, a police team
reached the spot and started
investigation. The four
escaped and remained
absconding.

In the initial investigation,
it was found that the victim
left house at around 10 in the
evening and when he returned
late in the night he found that

Yash, Prateek and Anees were
in the gallery of his house
while Sankalp was busy inside
the house in burgling valu-
ables and as soon as the three
spotted victim they alerted
fourth and accused escaped
from the spot.  

The accused are of the
same locality due to which the
victim identified the accused
and revealed the names of the
four accused.  

Search for the absconding
accused has been started.
Police suspects that they
planned to target house of
having good amount of valu-
ables and were aware of the
victim’s whereabouts.

After the preliminary
investigation, the police have
registered a case under section
401 of the IPC. Police said that
during the investigation other
crimes and crime record of the
accused would be investigat-
ed. The accused climbed till
gallery and break the locks to
enter the house.
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Archbishop Leo Cornelio
asked the stakeholders of

the school to take up the
challenges of Covid -19 and
live up to the expectation of
the society as all schools are
gearing for new openings for
the exams after prolonged
closing of the schools due to
pandemic situation.

Addressing the students
and the parents in an informal
chat with the media persons,

he said that since March our
schools have been closed due
to pandemic fear. It is the
need of the hour to open the
schools to teach the students
how to face the Covid -19
challenges to resolve various
issues related with education
and mental health. Issues will
always be there in society. We
need courage to turn the
problems into opportunities,
he said.  The missionaries run
many schools and colleges
because education is the
important apostolate we carry

out apart from the health
care and social  ser vice
according to the need of peo-
ple and place he added.

He asked the parents to
send the students to schools
without fear. He said “let us
start our normal life going to
the office, going to schools,
meeting people, while keep-
ing the security dimension
and maintaining social dis-
tances. In this way, we can
begin normal life and this
would be my wish in the year
2021.
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Under the popular museum
series ‘Exhibit of the

Month’ at Indira Gandhi
Rashtriya Manav Sangrahalaya,
a traditional object has been
displayed in the appearance for
a whole month. The exhibit for
the month of March, 2021 —
“Jenzadrunrai” (indigenous
string instrument) from
Rinzingtal, Puttasing, Rayagada
district, Odisha is on display in
the indoor exhibition building
– Veethi Sankul. 

The 'exhibit of the month'
was inaugurated by Rakesh
Kumar Bhatt (Assistant
Curator, IGRMS), and
renowned people present on
this occasion. This exhibit of
the month had been collected
by Sudipa Roy, Assistant
Keeper and P. Anuradha,
Sangrahalaya Associate and
composed by Smt. P. Anuradha
(Sangrahalaya Associate).  

About the exhibit dis-
played in the exhibition P.
Anuradha, Sangrahalaya
Associate told that
Jenzadrunrai is an indigenous

string instrument used by
Lanjia Saora tribe of Odisha for
vocal accompaniment. Saora
tribe is found in hilly tract of
eastern ghat region of Odisha
and Andhra Pradesh. It consist
many sub-tribes which can be
easily identified by their dis-
tinct social custom, peculiari-
ty of dress, mode of living and
their economic pattern and
Lanjia Saora is one of them. 

They play variety of musi-
cal instruments on different
occasions. 

The noisy percussion and
sonorous instruments such as
drums of different sizes
(Dagru), blowing pipes
(Tretepe), cymbals, brass gongs
(Neneng), brass bell (Tinarjap)
and clarinets are usually played
during certain agricultural fes-
tivals whereas fiddle (gogerai),
string instrument and rasps are
popular at wedding cere-
monies.

The present exhibit high-
lights the musical tradition of
the Lanjia Saora and associat-
ed myth, typological varia-
tions, technological aspect and
socio-cultural utilities.
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The Mhow Volunteers For
Animals, a group of com-

mitted animal lovers, conduct-
ed its 13th stray dogs sterilisa-
tion camp at the campus of the
Aadiwasi Dharamshala in Tejaji
Nagar, Kodariya Panchayat, Dr
Ambedkar Nagar Mhow, Dist
Indore on Sunday Feb 28. 

A total of 12 dogs, all
females, were sterilised by the
medical team comprising of Dr
Rakhi, Dr Amit and Dr
Sudhanshu. 

Dr Vivek Dubey, Dev
Kumar Vasudevan, Shiv Kumar
Sharma, Rashmi Sharma, Ms
Mohini Sharma, Himanshu
Choubey and Pawan Sankhle
assisted in the smooth conduct
of the camp. 

According to the group
coordinator Rashmi Sharma a
total of 146 stray dogs includ-
ing 126 females and 20 males
have been sterilised in 13 camps
held in Mhow Tehsil including
Army areas. All expenses for
the 13 camps conducted so far
have been met by donations
from animal lovers.
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The players of Madhya
Pradesh Shooting Academy

gave a stunning performance at
the Madhya Pradesh State
Shooting Championship and
bagged 10 medals. 

It is to be noted that 11
players of Rifle Event of
Shooting Academy participat-
ed in Madhya Pradesh State
Shooting Championship held
at Indore and earned a total of
10 medals including 5 gold, 1
silver and 4 bronze. The play-
ers qualified for the pre-nation-
als in the championship event,
performing brilliantly. 

Minister of Sports and
Youth Welfare Yashodhara Raje
Scindia has expressed happi-

ness and congratulated the
selected players on this achieve-
ment.

Academy player Sharanya
Lakhan earned the maximum
4 gold medals in the shooting
championship. He received
these medals in Three-position
Women, Three-position Junior
Women, Prone Women and
Prone Junior Women's events.
Academy player Ashlesha Sapre
received a gold medal in the Air
Youth Women's Event. 

Academy player Amit
Singrauli earned a silver medal
in the Prone Junior Men's
Event of the Championship.
Academy player Mantisha
Aakil won one bronze medal
each in the three-position
women's and three-position

junior women's event, Yakub
Siddiqui won the bronze
junior men's event and
Apoorjeet one each in the
three-position junior men's
event. Apart from the medal
winners, Adil Patel, Ronald
Hubil,  Shivendra Singh
Sisodia, Prachi Kaurava and
Nikita Shivhare have also qual-
ified for the pre-national.

Director Sports and Youth
Welfare Pawan Jain has wished
the selected players of the Pre-
Nationals to excel and win
medals.

The said players are
trained under the guidance of
the Chief Instructor of the State
Shooting Academy is Suma
Shirur, Sunita Lakhan, Vaibhav
Sharma and  Aparajita Singh.
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imd1 – I Am The 1, the holis-
tic development hub for

MADS+ (Music, Art, Dance,
Sports & beyond) by Aidia
Technovations and State
Innovation & Research
Foundation (SIR Foundation)
join hands to offer YoGo –
Holistic Development to the
students under it’s initiative
‘Vidyarthi Sarvangin Vikas
Prakalp’.

imd1 – I Am The 1 offers
result-oriented, international-
level, standardised courses in
Music, Art, Dance, Sports &
beyond (MADS+) which are

endorsed by legends of respec-
tive verticals like VVS Laxman
(Cricket), renowned dance
artist choreographer Sumeet
Nagdev (Western Dance),
internationally acclaimed Yog
Guru Acharya Pratishtha Ji
(Yoga) and others.

Established in 2006 at
Solapur, SIR Foundation is a
tenacious organisation working
with a meticulous approach in
Education and Innovation.
Started with a bunch of inno-
vative educators, the founda-
tion is now a widespread net-
work of more than 60,000
innovative teachers and edu-
cation professionals in India.

The SIR foundation has been
serving as a platform for solu-
tions over the challenges faced
in Teaching and Studies in
School Education. 

Today, the SIR Foundation
is India’s biggest organised
educators’ platform for collab-
oration, campaigns and more
with a purpose helping stu-
dents and ensuring they are
‘future ready’. 

On the occasion of com-
pletion of 15 years and cele-
bration of ‘Foundation Day’, it
announced ‘Vidyarthi
Sarvangin Vikas Prakalp’ and
signed MoU with imd1 for the
purpose.
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Aworkshop on book writing
in Indian languages was

organised at Rabindranath
Tagore University on Tuesday. 

The Chancellor of
Rabindranath Tagore
University Santosh Choubey,
informed that  Prime Minister
Narendra Modi said that high-
er education including techni-
cal and medical education
should be imparted in mother
tongue and local languages. 

The National Education
Policy 2020 envisages that
school level education should
be given preference in mother
tongue only. Also, this policy
also envisages giving higher
education in Indian languages
only. Chancellor and Vice-
Chancellor of five universities
of AISECT Group were spe-
cially present in this workshop
along with Chancellor  Santosh
Chaubey of Rabindranath
Tagore University. Also, more
than one thousand professor
colleagues showed online pres-
ence in this workshop.

Santosh Choubey said in
his address that most of the
youth in rural areas have 10 +
2 education from their moth-
er tongue, but they do not have
access to higher education
especially technical education.
The center of all these problems
is the lack of course material in
Indian languages, due to which
students are unable to contin-
ue further studies.

Santosh Choubey further

said that the University of the
AISECT Group is committed
to creating course materials of
higher education including
technical education in Indian
languages, especially Hindi
language. University teachers of
our group will produce quali-
ty course materials in Indian
languages. 

Vice Chancellor of
Rabindranath Tagore
University, Brahmaprakash
Pethia said that digital tech-
nology can be made universal
by the use of Indian languages.
Priority should be given to
increase teaching-training and
research in all areas of knowl-
edge science including Hindi in
Indian languages. C.V. Vice
Chancellor of Raman
University, Bilaspur
(Chhattisgarh),R. P. Dubey said
that we have to develop Indian
and local languages as knowl-
edge. There is a need to prepare
books and audio-video mate-
rial for this. With this, students
can easily acquire knowledge in
their language.

Coordinator of the core
research group of the univer-
sity, Prof. V.K. Verma said that
local languages can play a sig-
nificant role in enhancing the
quality of higher education.
There should be multilingual
proficiency in teachers and
students. 

At the end of the work-
shop, it was determined that by
the end of March, about 25
books would be published by
the University.
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Amovie depicting the brav-
ery and contribution of

common people during wars
'Citizen's Army' was screened
at Shaurya Smarak on Tuesday.
The movie was screened at the
open air auditorium of Shaurya
Smarak under the regular series
of film screenings.

It is to be noted that every
day movies based on the brav-
ery of the Indian army, air
force, navy and police are being
screened at Shaurya Smarak.
The regular film screening is
being organised as a tribute to
their contributions and their
sacrifices.

The movie ‘Citizen’s Army’
was screened here on Tuesday.
The movie focuses on the con-
tributions of civilians during
wars.  Indian Air Force gives an
opportunity to the civilians to
fulfill their dreams of flying in

the sky. Though, other than the
air force, no one can best
maintain security on land,
while keeping a watch from the
sky, but the Indian Air Force
welcomes young and enthusi-
astic people to join it.

This entire process is fol-
lowed properly and the youth
who have ever dreamt of join-
ing the air force get a golden
opportunity to join it. The
movie is directed by KL for the
Indian Films Division.

At the Indian army the
youth are selected as the second
defense line, the citizens are
selected and trained on the
basis of merit. What is the pro-
cedure, how can a disciplined
civil servant also provide non-
routine service to the Air Force,
its military movie 'Citizens
Army' shown in the bar.
Besides, a book is also written
over the contribution of citi-
zens.
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The identity of woman
found dead two days ago

at nullah near Hanuman
temple remained unestab-
lished. The body of a woman
in the age group 25-30 year
was  found on Sunday.
Parwalia police registered
case of murder and started

investigation.
According to the police

sensat ion prevai led in
Mubarakpur village after
body of a woman was found,
a team reached the spot after
locals spotted and informed
police. In the investigation it
was found that woman was
pregnant and mouth was
stuffed with a piece of cloth.
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With an aim to control the
growing population of

feral dogs in high-altitude areas
of Himachal Pradesh, the
Forest Department is consid-
ering mandatory registration
and identification of owned
dogs in this region.

Apart from this, a partici-
patory mechanism such as
Joint Forest Management
Committees (JFMCs) and
Forest Development Agencies
(FDAs) would also be worked
out for better monitoring of
forest fringe areas and prevent
feral dogs from entering in
wilderness areas and attacking
wildlife.

After the findings of a
recent study on feral dogs in the
Lahaul and Pangi landscape of
Himachal Pradesh, the Wildlife
Wing of Forest Department has
begun working on a series of
proposals to mitigate their
threats to wildlife, livestock
and humans in the area.

The study conducted by
the Zoological Survey of India
(ZSI), Kolkata had pointed out
that feral dogs in high altitude
areas which are habitat of glob-
ally significant wildlife species
like Snow Leopard is a bit
concerning. The Lahaul and
Pangi landscape of Himachal
Pradesh has about three feral
(wild) dogs per 100 square
kilometres area. 

It also pointed out, “Many
times, when the need of domes-
tic dogs becomes over, locals and
nomads leave these dogs as stray
where the chances of these dogs
becoming feral are very high.
Hence, it is important to ensure
the ownerships of dogs strictly to
reduce the stray dogs population
in the landscape.”

“The identification of dogs
to differentiate among domestic
dogs, stray dogs and feral dogs
is crucial to implement a threat
abatement plan of feral dogs in
the Lahaul and Pangi valley. For
this, we are considering manda-
tory registration and identifica-
tion of owned dogs in the area,”
said a senior official of the
wildlife wing of Forest
Department, Himachal while
talking to The Pioneer.

The official said that this will
help in responsible ownership of
dogs in the area and trace the
stray dogs and control their
population so that they don’t
become feral.

Although the local com-
munities are aware of the feral
dogs in their surroundings but
their knowledge pertaining to
the ecological impacts of feral
dogs on wildlife population is not
sufficient. Thus, mass awareness
programmes about the implica-
tions of disowning dogs, con-
version of domestic disowned
domestic dogs to the feral dogs
is also planned as a long-term
strategy to deal with the problem
of feral dogs, he said.  The feral
dogs are reported to lead to bio-
diversity loss, depredations of
wildlife species and also com-
peting with large carnivores like
Snow Leopard.

As per the study, the feral
dog density was found to be 2.78
individuals per 100 km2 on an
average ranging from 1.4 to 5.5
individuals per 100 km2 in the
Lahaul and Pangi landscape.
The feeding analysis of feral
dogs suggested that they feed
upon species such as marmot,
pika, blue sheep, flying squirrels
and cattle grazing in wilderness
areas.

Although the population
density of feral dogs in the land-
scape is not at an alarming
stage, the Department has start-
ed mitigation planning of the
imminent threat of feral dogs in
high range Himalayan ecosys-
tems.Notably, the study had
emphasized that a threat abate-
ment plan of feral dogs in the
Lahaul and Pangi valley is cru-
cial as it has a population of sev-
eral globally threatened species
including Snow Leopard,
Himalayan Brown Bear, Mush
Deer which are ecologically low
in densities. Birds including wet-
land migratory birds and pheas-
ants, threatened by the dogs are
also found in the valley.

The feral dogs prefer lower
elevation areas, mostly the val-
ley region in the Lahaul and
Pangi. 

The comparative analysis
of two valleys indicated that the
Pangi valley possesses more suit-
able areas for the distribution of
feral dogs than the Lahaul valley,
the study had revealed.
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Opposition parties on
Tuesday targeted the

Congress-led Government
over the issue of farmers’ sui-
cide while blaming the ruling
party for betraying the state’s
farmers with the false promise
of complete loan 
waiver.

Holding responsible the
Chief Minister Capt Amarinder
Singh’s “complete loan waiver”
promise for the suicide com-
mitted by a father-son duo in
Dasuya, SAD MLA and former
Minister Bikram Singh
Majithia demanded that a
criminal case be registered
against the Chief Minister,
along with state Congress pres-
ident Sunil Jakhar and
Cooperatives Minister
Sukhjinder Randhawa “for
befooling and defrauding
them”.

Majithia, raising the issue
of debt waiver and farmers’ sui-
cide during the zero hour,
lashed out at the Government
for not fulfilling its major pre-
poll promise of complete loan
waiver, which is resulting in
increasing number of farmers’
suicide. He maintained that
whatever debt the Congress
Government was claiming to
have waived off was “just three
percent of the total”.

The members of the Aam
Aadmi Party (AAP) also joined
in questioning the govern-
ment’s failure to address the
issue.

“I raised the issue during
zero hour to demand justice for
the father-son duo of Jagtar
Singh and Kirpal Singh who
committed suicide after feeling

cheated by the refusal of the
Congress Government to waive
off their cooperative society
loan,” said Majithia.

Reading out from the “sui-
cide note” written by the duo,
Majithia said that the farmers
had clearly mentioned that the
Government would waive off
all loans but their debt was not
waived off. “The government as
well as the Congress party
should be held accountable
for this,” he asserted.

Pointing that nearly 1,500
farmers had laid down their
lives in despair, the Akali leader
said that even these farmers
had been betrayed. “The
Government had promised
that it would give a compen-
sation of Rs 10 lakh and a gov-
ernment job to families whose
next of kin had committed sui-
cide but had reneged on this
promise also,” said Majithia
while rubbishing the govern-
ment’s claims on loan waiver
saying that it was an established
fact that as much as 97 percent
loans had not been waived 
off.

Congress’ MLA from Sri
Hargobindpur Congress
Balwinder Singh Laddi, raised
a dust of controversy, by assert-
ing that all the farmers’ suicides
were not due to debt 
burden.
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To ensure holistic develop-
ment of Panchkula and in a

bid to woo Real Estate Investors
for making potential invest-
ment in Panchkula district,
Haryana Chief Minister,
Manohar Lal Khattar on
Tuesday announced that vari-
ous developmental charges and
taxes have been reduced by
almost one-third in Panchkula
district, bringing them at par
with Mohali and Zirakpur.

Addressing a Press
Conference here, Khattar said,
"The decision to bring down
External Development Charges
(EDC) and Infrastructure
Development Charges (IDC) at
par with Mohali and Zirakpur
has been taken to ensure over-
all development of Panchkula
and to develop Panchkula as a
Smart City, Tourist Destination
and Education Hub."

As per the decision,
EDC/IDC rates for the
Residential Plots Colony have
now been reduced from Rs.1.24
crore per acre to Rs. 43.72 lakh
per acre. Likewise, EDC/IDC
rates for the Residential Group
Housing Colony are reduced
from Rs. 3.46 crore per acre to
Rs. 1.17 crore per acre.

The Chief Minister fur-
ther announced that EDC/IDC
rates for Affordable Group
Housing Colony have been

reduced from Rs. 89.11 lakh per
acre to Rs. 38.87 lakh per acre.

ONE-MEMBER COM-
MITTEE OF VIJAI VARD-
HAN ON LIQUOR COM-
PLAINTS

The Haryana Chief
Minister  said that a one-mem-
ber committee of Chief
Secretary Vijai Vardhan has
been constituted to do the
analysis of recommendations
submitted by various commit-
tees constituted to probe vari-
ous liquor complaints including
the issue of deaths on account
of consumption of spurious
liquor across Haryana, smug-
gling and illegal stocking, etc.

He said that while taking
cognizance of complaints
received regarding liquor,
Special Investigation Team
(SIT), Special Enquiry Team
(SET) were formed to investi-
gate these complaints. “The
members of these committees
have separately submitted their
recommendations to the
Government and now Chief
Secretary after analyzing these
recommendations would take
strict action against those found
guilty” said the Chief Minister.

Khattar said that constant
efforts have been made to curb
liquor smuggling. 

This is a very serious mat-
ter and a close vigil has been
kept by the offices concerned.

However, smuggling and other
liquor offences were increased
during the lockdown period but
even then the Government left
no stone unturned to take strict
action against those found
guilty.

The CM said that the State
Government has adopted a
zero-tolerance policy against
corruption.

Be it registration of land,
starting e-RAVANA and other
digital reforms have been
brought in every sector to
ensure Minimum Government
and Maximum Governance.

“A recent raid for power
thefts in the big industries run-
ning in the State is the latest
example. For the first time in
the history of Haryana, this
kind of biggest action has been
taken to curb power theft and
because of this, in last two days,
checking of as many as 7728
Power connections in Industry,
Domestic and Commercial was
done on February 27 and 28,
2021 out of which  2733 power
thefts have been caught.   More
than 5900 kW of power theft
was caught in this raid, which
would bring down the line
loss. With these raids, the
Electricity Board would be col-
lecting huge revenue of around
Rs. 100 crore,” said the Chief
Minister.
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Under attack by the
Opposition for not acting

against the “rebel” legislators,
Punjab Vidhan Sabha Speaker
Rana KP Singh on Tuesday
threw an open challenge,
declaring that everyone is free
to take legal recourse.

“If anyone has a problem,
he is free to approach the
courts…But I will act as per the
law,” the Speaker made it clear.

Adding, the Speaker said
that the legislature, in its wis-
dom, has put no time limit on
the Speaker to decide (the
matter).

The Speaker’s assertion
came after the opposition par-
ties — Shiromani Akali Dal
(SAD) and the Aam Aadmi
Party (AAP) — urged him to
take action under the anti-
defection law against the MLAs
who switched sides.

The issue was raised by
Akali legislator and former
Minister Bikram Singh
Majithia during the zero hour
when the AAP MLA Kanwar
Sandhu urged the Speaker to
initiate action against those
MLAs who had created ruckus
inside the Assembly, and even
insulted the Governor by
shouting slogans, tearing and
burning copies of his 
address.

On this, Majithia said that
he did not want to speak
against anyone, but questioned
why the Speaker was kind to
the rebels.

“Four or five MLAs go
here and there from time-to-
time (leave their parent parties

to join others). Bajwa sahib had
also inducted one. Speaker
sahab, you had also inducted
one. But the Constitution says
that they should be dismissed,
otherwise what is the use of the
anti-defection law?” said
Majithia.

Also joining in, AAP MLA
and the Leader of Opposition
Harpal Singh Cheema pointed
that the party has also written
to the Speaker demanding
action against them, “but no
action has been taken 
yet”.

Notably, AAP has been
seeking disqualification of its
rebel legislator Sukhpal Singh
Khaira under the anti-defection
law. In January 2019, Cheema
had written to the Speaker for
Khaira’s disqualification under
the 10th Schedule of the
Constitution for quitting the
party and floating his own
political outfit.

Khaira, elected MLA from
Bholath constituency as AAP
candidate, had floated his own
political outfit — Punjab Ekta
Party (PEP) — ahead the 2019
Lok Sabha elections, but failed
to make a mark. Another AAP
MLA from Jaiton, Master
Baldev Singh, had also left
AAP and joined Khaira’s polit-
ical party, but later returned to
his parent party.

Another AAP MLA Nazar
Singh Manshahia, who was
elected on AAP ticket from
Mansa, had also tendered his
resignation from the state
Assembly and joined the
Congress before the 2019 Lok
Sabha elections.

Rupnagar MLA Amarjit

Singh Sandoa too had joined
the Congress before the 2019
Lok Sabha polls. But in
December 2020, Sandoa
returned to his parent party
AAP.

“It is unfortunate that the
Vidhan Sabha Speaker has
failed to disqualify AAP lead-
ers who had left the party to
either form their own political
fronts or had joined the
Congress. Now these same leg-
islators are being used by the
Congress to oppose SAD for
holding a protest against
Governor VP Singh Badnore at
the assembly yesterday,” said
Majithia.

ACCEPT MY RESIGNA-
TION SPEAKER SAHAB:
NAGRA

Nearly six months after he
resigned as the member of
Punjab legislative assembly in
protest against the passage of
Centre’s three farm laws,
Congress MLA from Fatehgarh
Sahib Kuljit Singh Nagra on
Tuesday urged the Speaker
Rana KP Singh to accept his
resignation. Nagra, who
announced his resignation as
MLA on September 17 last
year, said that he was firm on
his resignation, and wanted the
Speaker to accept it at the ear-
liest.  
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Under Gamak series folk
music and dance were per-

formed at Madhya Pradesh
State Tribal Museum here on
Tuesday. Ram Gopal Dixit and
group performed Bundeli 'Ritu
Geet'  and Ghooman Prasad
Patel performed Bundeli folk
dance 'Saira'.The presentation
started with the Ritu songs by
Ram Gopal Dixit and group on
special occasions in
Bundelkhand region. 

They began with devo-
tional songs like  'Man Bhajale
Sitaram, Umaria Rah Gayi
Chhoti', traditional Holi songs
- 'Rang Dari Chunar Rang
Dari Shyam Ne', 'Main To
Unsai Attar Mein Bhinji Lala',
Gari Lyrics - Samvare varan
guiyaan Pati More ', comedic
songs -' Bole More Murga Bol

More Mora Bhai 'and Gondi
Songs - Gaadi Vare Chaila
Mare Nazariya' were present-
ed.Ram Gopal Dixit was fond
of music since childhood, he
has been performing at
Akashvani Jabalpur since the
year 1995; Are high grade
artists. Dixit has performed in
many prestigious forums in the
country.Ram Gopal Dixit on
the harmonium was accompa-
nied by Rama Swaroop Dixit
on  tabla - on Dholak by Sukrat
Singh Thakur, on Chatkoli by
Shalakaram Sahu - on Majire
on Ramkishan Patail and
Balakaram Jharia on cymbals.
The second presentation was
performed by Ghooman
Prasad Patel and colleagues in
the Bundeli folk dance 'Saira' in
which - beginning the perfor-
mance with Ganesh Vandana,
Saira of twelve months - Aaja

Nand Kishore More Ghare
Aaja and Pai - Ghanghata lift
off on the folk songs of
Badariya Sawan Gave her
dance performanceThe dancers
were accompanied on Dholak
by Jeevan Singh, Nagadia by
Siddhi, Shrimp Ghanshyam
Patel and Kuldeep Shukla,
Santosh Singh Tomar, Muhar
Singh Tomar, Prakash Singh
Sengar, Bablu Yadav, Tulsiram,
Devi Singh Tomar, Sandeep
Ahirwar, Sunil Singh Sengar
And Laxman Singh Rajput
participated in the dance.Saira
is a famous dance of the rural
area of Bundelkhand region,
this dance performed by men
is specially performed on the
occasion of festivals. In this,
taking a stick of about two and
a half feet in both hands, it is
danced round and round while
fighting with each other.
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Gold and silver jewellery
worth Rs 2 lakh were bur-

gled from Comfort Classified
Govind Garden under
Aishbagh police station area on
Monday; victim lodged com-
plaint on Tuesday.Police said
that the victim Reema Duggal
had gone to meet her relatives
and when she returned valu-
ables were found burgled.A
complaint was lodged by the
victim with the Aishbagh
police and in her complaint,
she stated that she had gone to
meet in-laws and later when
they returned two windows
were used to  enter and almi-

rah carrying valuables were
found broken. After checking,
victim found that the total loss
in the burglary was around Rs
2 lakh.

Based on the complaint
after the preliminary investi-
gation the police have regis-
tered a case under sections 457
and 380 of the IPC and have
started further investiga-
tion.Meanwhile, miscreants
escaped with valuables worth
Rs 50000 on Monday from
Badar Towers under Talaiya
police station area.

Police said that the victim
Azhar Mohammad had gone
for some work and when he
returned, he found the valu-

ables burgled.A complaint was
lodged by the victim with the
Talaiya police and in his com-
plaint, he stated that he had
gone for some work where he
received information that his
house was targeted and valu-
ables were burgled.After they
received the information, he
returned house and found that
the door was open and when
entered the house jewelry,
clothes and goods were found
burgled.The victim has claimed
that the total loss in the bur-
glary is around Rs 50000. Based
on the complaint police regis-
tered a case and started further
investigation.
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The IAF, for the first time,
will take part in exercise

‘Desert Flag’ in the United
Arab Emirates(UAE), starting
Wednesday. The Indian pilots
will test their skills with their
counterparts of air forces of
USA, France Saudi Arabia,
South Korea, Bahrain and host
UAE in the more than 20 day
long multi-national exercise.

Giving details of the pres-
tigious annual exercise, IAF
officials said here on Tuesday
the exercise is scheduled from
March 3 to 27 at the Al-Dhafra
airbase, UAE. The drill will take
place in the strategically impor-
tant Persian Gulf region.

The IAF is participating
with six SU-30 MKI, two C-17
and one IL-78 tanker aircraft.
The C-17 Globemaster will
provide support for induction
and de-induction of the IAF
contingent.

The Su-30 MKI aircraft
will undertake long range ferry,
routing direct from India to the
exercise area with aerial refu-
eling support from IL-78 tanker
aircraft. The aim of the exercise
is to provide operational expo-
sure to the participating forces

while training them to under-
take simulated air combat oper-
ations in a controlled environ-
ment. The participating forces
will get an opportunity to
enhance their operational capa-
bilities along with mutual
exchange of best practices.

The large-scale exercise
involving diverse fighter air-
craft from across the globe will
provide the participating forces,
including IAF, a unique oppor-
tunity to exhchange knowledge,
experience, enhance opera-
tional capabilities and interop-
erability. Exercising and inter-
action with the participating
nations in a dynamic and real-
stic warfare environment will
also contribute to strengthen
international relations, they
said. The Indian jets will fly
along with F-15 and F-16s of

the US besides Rafales and
Mirage-2000s of the French Air
Force.

Over the last decade, IAF
has regularly hosted and par-
ticipated in multi-national
operational exercises, wherin
collaborative engagements are
undertaken amongst the best
air forces of the world.

Incidentally, the IAF par-
ticipation comes at a time
when India has forged strong
ties with countries in the Gulf
region.  Army Chief General M
M Naravane was the first chief
to visit Saudi Arabia and UAE
in December last year.
Moreover, the UAE provided
mid-air refuelling facilities to
the IAF for bringing their
Rafales from France over a
7,000 km journey to Ambala in
September last year.
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Aday after Prime Minister
Narendra Modi led the

nation’s vaccination drive by
taking the Covid-19 vaccine, a
battery of politicians cutting
across party lines and VIPs
from various walks of life came
forward to inoculate them-
selves on the second day of the
second phase of the vaccination
programme aimed to cover
persons over 60 years of age
and those between 45-59 years
with co-morbidities.

Union Health Minister
Harsh Vardhan and his wife
took the first dose of Covid-19
vaccine at the Delhi Heart and
Lung Institute on Tuesday.
Soon after getting vaccinated,
the Minister said, “I request
everyone to get vaccinated.
After 28 days of the first dose,
everyone should get their sec-
ond dose. Do not worry if you
experience minor side-effects,
but do let your doctors know.”

Speaking about the CoWin
platform, he also said, “There
were some glitches in the
CoWIN platform due to the
high number of registrations all
of a sudden. On Monday
around 34 lakhs people had
registered on this platform till
last night. The number of peo-
ple registering for the vaccina-
tion is increasing rapidly.”

He added, “I would like to
request all hospitals to update
the schedule for 28 days so that
people don’t face any issue. The
Government is ensuring the
availability of the vaccine for
the whole country so that
everyone can get vaccinated.”

The others who got inoc-
ulated on Tuesday included
Union Defence Minister
Rajnath Singh who received the
first dose of Covid-19 vaccine
at RR Hospital in the national
capital while Union Minister of
Minority Affairs Mukhtar
Abbas Naqvi received the first
shot of Covid-19 vaccine at
Rampur, Uttar Pradesh. 

Union Minister Ravi
Shankar Prasad also took the
anti Covid-19 shot in Patna for
which he paid �250

As many as 2,08,791 peo-
ple above 60 years of age and
those aged 45-60 years with
comorbidities have taken the
first dose of the vaccine, Union
Health Secretary Rajesh
Bhushan told the weekly press
conference here.

Those with specified
comorbidities will have to pro-

duce a medical certificate
attested by a registered medical
practitioner at the time of vac-
cination at the Covid-19 vac-

cination centre. This phase is
likely to cover close to 270 mil-
lion beneficiaries.

Beneficiaries will have to

register on the Co-Win website
and book an appointment for
vaccination. There is also an
option for booking a walk-in
appointment after registration.

While Government hospi-
tals will provide the vaccine
free of charge, the price has
been kept at �250 per dose in
private hospitals.

R S Sharma, the Chairman
of the Empowered Group (EG)
on COVID-19  Vaccine
Administration, said there were
no glitches in the system.

What happened was that
people were looking for an App
on Playstore which appeared
similar to Co-WIN and start-
ed using that, when no mobile
App meant for registration is
actually present right now, he
said.

“Since last morning, when

the registrations were opened
up at 9 am, we had about 50
lakh registrations on our site.
Though there were some
glitches in the first version of
the Co-WIN which was
launched on January 16, we
have had no glitches in the new
version of the system,” he said.

The number of transac-
tions and data transmission will
be very large, he said adding
that “We want data to be secure
and free from cyber-attacks.
We are taking best security
practices. We are only collect-
ing data in the form of name,
age and gender as we need to
monitor the second dose.”

Total number of hospitals
which are involved in this job
are 26,000-27,000. There are
12,500 private hospitals,
Sharma added.
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Taking exception to a
Karnataka Minister’s act

of getting vaccinated at his res-
idence, the Union Health
Ministry called it a violation of
protocol and has sought a
report in the matter. However,
the Minister BC Patil brazened
it out saying that his decision
to take the vaccine at home
cannot be considered wrong.

The video and pictures of
health officials administering
the vaccine at Patil’s home
were widely shared on social
media where people talked
about the misuse of processes
by the minister at a time when
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi and Union Home
Minister Amit Shah among

other Cabinet Ministers had
gone to the hospital to receive
the shot.

Union Health Secretary
Rajesh Bhushan said at a press
briefing on Tuesday that “This
is not allowed in the protocol.
We have asked for a report
from the State Government.”

However, the minister in
question justified his action,
arguing that, “There were
many people in the house and
I would have to wait for around
half an hour at the hospital is
why I took it at home.”

He added that there were
certain privileges and his deci-
sion to take the vaccine at
home cannot be considered
wrong. Patil said that he had
only called health officials
home for the vaccine.
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In the backdrop of Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s

full-time praise of ‘dissident’
Congress leader Gulam Nabi
Azad, a compliment which the
latter richly returned this week,
the BJP on Tuesday expressed
it’s “sadness” over “Congress tar-
geting” its stalwarts who are
backing the “rightful agenda” of
Modi.

BJP took a dig at the
Congress amid a vocal dissent
within the opposition party,
saying its ideology is all about
fulfilling the Gandhi family’s
“ambition”, and anyone speak-
ing against it or standing with
the rightful agenda of Prime
Minister Narendra Modi is cas-
tigated.

BJP’s national spokesperson
Sambit Patra told a press con-
ference here that the Congress
will “castigate” anyone who
wants democracy in the party,
wants its president to be elect-
ed, speaks in favour of politics
of development or stands with
Modi’s rightful agenda.

While stating that the G23,
a reference to the group of 23
senior Congressmen pushing
for an organisational overhaul in
the party, is an internal matter
of the opposition party, Patra
said it is “saddening” to see
senior leaders like Ghulam Nabi
Azad and others being targeted.

The Congress is now all
about four leaders, he alleged,
referring to its president Sonia
Gandhi, her son Rahul and
daughter Priyanka Vadra —

both party general secretaries
— and Priyanka’s husband
Robert Vadra.

“Their only agenda is ‘hate
Modi’. It has grown to such an
extent that Congress workers
are protesting on the streets
against their own leaders who
have praised good works of
Modi,” he said answering a
question.

Azad had  praised Modi at
an event -G-23 meet in Jammu
on Saturday, saying he speaks
frankly about his past as a tea-
seller and does not try to hide
his background from the world.

Modi left everyone guess-
ing, last month, while speaking
in the Rajya Sabha in the last
session of the Parliament as he
went on praising the retiring
Azad.
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While maintaining that
India’s current positivity

rate suggests Covid pandemic
is under control, the Union
Health Ministry cautioned
people about not taking the
virus lightly after the vaccina-
tion programme has started
and avoid large gatherings,
parties, weddings etc. “These
could be super spreading
events,” warned Dr VK Paul,
Member (Health), NITI Aayog.

As Gujarat, Punjab,
Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh
and Delhi, apart from Kerala
and Maharashtra reports
upstick in cases each passing
day, Paul who is also the chair-
person of the National Task
Force on Covid-19, V K Paul,
blamed on the wedding season
coinciding with elections in
some of them as a few of the
reasons for the resurgence of
infections.

Paul said he got the infor-
mation after taking inputs
from various State
Governments, which engaged
with the Centre deputed teams
there to find out the probable
causes behind the steady rise in
the number of cases.

“People have gone lax on
the Covid protocols. The rea-
sons which the States have
cited behind this laxity include
crowding at wedding func-
tions and elections. Many states

admitted this during the inter-
action with the teams deputed
there,” Paul said.

Notably, municipal elec-
tions and other local body
polls have been conducted in
Gujarat and few other states
recently, while West Bengal,
Tamil Nadu, Kerala, Assam
and Puducherry are sched-
uled to go to the polls in
March-April.

Wedding ceremonies also
act as superspreaders of the
disease since they attract a sub-
stantial crowd, often throwing
social distancing norms to the
wind.

Union Health Secretary
Rajesh Bhushan said though
certain states including
Maharashtra, Kerala, Tamil
Nadu, Punjab, Madhya
Pradesh and Chhattisgarh are
seeing a surge in number of
Covid-19 active cases, “the
fact remains that recovered
cases are still more than 97 per
cent and India’s active cases are
less than 2 per cent (1.51 per
cent)”.

He pointed out that,
“According to the World
Health Organisation, if 140
tests per million are being
conducted per day and the case
positivity rate is at 5% or
below, it means the Covid-19
pandemic is under control.
We are very close to that mark
at 5.11% overall case positivi-
ty.”
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Keeping in view the prevail-
ing restrictions on account

of Covid-19, the Election
Commission (EC) on Tuesday
reduced the public notice peri-
od for registering new political
parties from 30 days to seven
days in all the five poll-bound
States. This relaxation will
remain in force till March 19, the
last date for filing nominations
in Assam, Tamil Nadu, Kerala
and Puducherry, and till April 7
for West Bengal(the last date for
filing nominations for the last
phase in the State).  

The order said a party seek-
ing registration with the
Commission has to submit an
application within a period of 30
days following the date of its for-
mation. According to officials,
60 to 70 political parties have
approached the poll body in the
past two-three months seeking
registration.

As per the existing guide-
lines, the applicant association
should publish the proposed
name of the party in two nation-
al daily newspapers and two

local daily newspapers, on two
days for submitting objections,
if any, with regard to the pro-
posed registration of the party,
within 30 days from such pub-
lication. The EC has announced
general elections for the legisla-
tive Assemblies of West Bengal,
Tamil Nadu, Kerala and
Puducherry on February 26. It
has been brought to the notice
of the EC that in view of the
Covid pandemic situation, there
was dislocation and delay in
moving applications for regis-
tration, which in turn led to
delay in registration as a politi-
cal party. After considering all
aspects of the matter, the
Commission has given a relax-
ation by reducing the notice
period from 30 days to 7 days for
the parties who have published
their public notice on or before
February 26. For all parties,
including those which have
already published the public
notice in less than 7 days prior
to February 26, objection, if any,
can be submitted latest by 5.30
p.m., on March 2 or by the end
of the originally provided 30-day
period, whichever is earlier.
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The NIA has taken up inves-
tigation of bomb blast at

Nimita Railway Station,
Murshidabad, West Bengal
after re-registering the case
originally registered by the
State police. 

The bomb explosion at
Nimita Railway Station in
Murshidabad had caused seri-
ous injuries to 22 people
including Jakir Hossain,
Minister of State for Labour,
West Bengal Government.

The case was initially reg-
istered as FIR No. 05/21 dated
February 17, 2021 under vari-
ous Indian Penal Code Sections
and the Explosive Substance
Act against unknown miscre-
ants at Azimganj GRP PS,
Murshidabad on the statement
of Md. Allarakha.

“The NIA re-registered the
case as RC-04/2021/NIA/DLI
and has taken over the inves-
tigation today. Investigation in
the case continues,” the NIA
said in a statement.

Meanwhile, the NIA regis-
tered a case related to conspir-
acy by terrorist organisation,

Lashker-e-Mustafa, a frontal
outfit of JeM. 

The case relates to con-
spiracy by frontal terror orga-
nization Lashkar-e-Mustafa
working at the behest of pro-
scribed terrorist organisation
Jaish-e-Mohammed to carry
out terrorist activities in Jammu
area with the aim of threaten-
ing the sovereignty, integrity
and security of India.

The case was initially reg-
istered as FIR number 16/2021
of Gangyal Police station,
Jammu on February 6, 2021
under section 18, 20 of
Unlawful Activities
(Prevention) Act. 

The NIA has re-registered
this case as RC-

01/2021/NIA/JMU on March
2, 2021 and has taken over the
investigation. 

The arrested accused
Hidayat-ullah Malik is the chief
of Lashker-e-Mustafa.  During
searches, one hand grenade,
three magazines and 28 rounds
with other incriminating mate-
rial were recovered from his
possession, it said.

Hidayat-ullah Malik had
done reconnaissance of many
security installations in Jammu
and Delhi in 2018 and 2019 for
carrying out terror attacks. 

He has been associated
with other terror groups in past
and has furthered subversive
and terror activities in Kashmir
valley. 
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Bollywood actress Kangana
Ranaut and her sister

Rangoli Chandel have moved
the Supreme Court seeking
transfer of cases pending against
them in Mumbai to a court in
Shimla, alleging there would be
threat to their lives if the trial
proceeds there because of “per-
sonal vendetta” of Shiv Sena
leaders against them.

The actress and her sister
said they apprehend that if trial
in these cases are conducted in
Mumbai, there would be a
“material threat” to their life and
property as the Shiv Sena-led
Maharashtra Government has
been “harassing” them.

“The petitioners face a
threat unto life if the trials pro-
ceed in Mumbai, because of per-
sonal vendetta of Shiv Sena
leaders against the petitioner
herein,” said the plea, filed
recently through advocate
Neeraj Shekhar.

The plea has sought trans-
fer of trial of FIRs and com-
plaints registered against them,

including a complaint case filed
by veteran lyricist Javed Akhtar
against Ranaut alleging defama-
tion, from Mumbai to a com-
petent court in Shimla in
Himachal Pradesh.

It said that Akhtar had filed
a complaint case against Ranaut
alleging criminal defamation
after the actress had given an
interview to a news channel last
year in which she had talked
about a meeting with the lyri-
cist in 2016.

It has further sought trans-
fer of an FIR lodged in Mumbai
by one Ali Kashif Khan
Deshmukh which relates to
Chandel’s tweet in which

she had expressed her
anguish over attack on doctors

during COVID-19 pandemic.
It said subsequently, Twitter

account of Chandel was sus-
pended after which Ranaut had
spoken on a social media video
against it.

The plea said Khan had
lodged an FIR against Ranaut
and Chandel for the alleged
offences under various sections
of the Indian Penal

Code (IPC), including
295A which deals with deliber-
ate and malicious acts intended
to outrage religious feelings of
any class.

It said that the same com-
plainant had also filed a com-
plaint casebefore the
Metropolitan Magistrate,
Andheri, against the petitioners.

“Multiple proceedings on
the same cause of action clear-
ly demonstrates how the said
complainant is just trying to
harass the petitioners herein,”
the plea has alleged.

The plea has also sought
transfer of an FIR lodged by one
Munawar

Ali for the alleged offences
of sedition against them.
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The Supreme Court Tuesday
expressed displeasure over

the Centre for “dragging its
feet” by seeking more time on
the issue pertaining to instal-
lation of CCTV cameras in the
offices of investigating agencies
including CBI, ED and NIA.

A Bench headed by Justice
RF Nariman, which observed
that this issue concerns the
rights of citizens, said it is not
accepting theexcuses given in
the letter filed by the Centre
seeking adjournment in the

matter.
“We are getting a distinct

impression that you are drag-
ging your feet,” the bench, also

comprising Justices B R Gavai
and Hrishikesh

Roy, told Solicitor General
Tushar Mehta who was repre-
senting the Centre. 

The apex court had on

December 2 last year directed
the Centre to install CCTV
cameras and recording equip-
ment at the offices of investi-
gating agencies — the Central
Bureau of Investigation,
National Investigation

Agency, Enforcement
Directorate, Narcotics Control
Bureau, Department of
Revenue Intelligence, Serious
Fraud Investigation Office and
any other agency which carries
out interrogations and has the
power of arrest.

During the hearing con-
ducted through video-confer-

encing on Tuesday, Mehta told
the bench that adjournment
has been sought as the matter
may have ramifications.

“This concerns the rights
of citizens,” the bench said,
adding, “We are not accepting
the excuses”.
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Shillong: The BSF has seized 20,000 kg of smuggled dry
peas worth over Rs 20 lakh from 
Meghalaya's West Jaintia Hills district, an official said
on Tuesday.

The dry peas were smuggled from Bangladesh, the
official said.

Acting on a tip-off, the BSF launched a special oper-
ation and intercepted 10 mini-trucks loaded with 20,000
kg of dry peas at an area under Muktapur police sta-
tion in the district on Monday night, a BSF spokesper-
son said in a statement.

The seizure, however, did not go without protest as
smugglers outnumbered the BSF personnel and the
police, he said.

“Aggressive villagers confronted BSF personnel and
the pick-up vehicles managed to escape. On pursuit with
the escaped vehicles, the villagers started pelting stones
and empty bottles on BSF personnel,” the spokesper-
son said.

To prevent the situation from going out of control,
the BSF fired one round of non-lethal weapon in the
air, he said. PTI
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Jaipur: Rajasthan Governor
Kalraj Mishra said on Tuesday
that industrial organisations
should encourage and support
the youth who want to start new
startups.Such efforts are neces-
sary to speed up the economy
and generate employment, he
said.

Mishra was addressing the

'Rajasthan Business Conclave'
organised by the Confederation
of Rajasthan Industry in Jaipur.

He said there was a need of
changing the thinking of youths
that they can get employment by
getting a degree.

The governor said indus-
trial organisations should also
play their role in developing the

skills of the youth studying in
technical, management and
higher education to the best of
their ability. He said with the
availability of trained young
professionals at the local level,
investment in industries would
increase in the state and the
problem of youth employment
will also be solved. PTI
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Chief Minister Edappadi
Palaniswamy and his

deputy O Panneerselvam are
facing the biggest test in their
political career as the BJP
national leadership wants the
duo to accommodate  VK
Sasikala, former aide to J
Jayalalithaa, in the AIADMK
led alliance to fight the April 6
Assembly election.

Palaniswamy, who ruled
out any possibilities of Sasikala
getting  accommodated in the
AIADMK would be doing a
vault face if he agrees to the dik-
tat of the BJP. The Hindutwa
party’s directive to the
AIADMK leadership is a follow
up to a report by various intel-
ligence agencies that Sasikala
and her nephew TTV
Dhinakaran are capable of
spoiling the chances of the
AIADMK’s winnability in 40 to
45 constituencies in southern
districts of Tamil Nadu.

“The BJP wants the
AIADMK to win the election
because then it could remote
control Tamil Nadu from New
Delhi. But both Palaniswamy
and Panneerselvam know well
that if they yield to the com-
mand of the BJP, it would be the
end of their political careers,”
said Sam Rajappa, long time
observer of Tamil Nadu politics.

Panneerselvam, who was
sworn in as Chief Minister fol-
lowing the demise of
Jayalalithaa on Dec 5, 2016 was
ousted by Sasikala and her close
relations to pave the way for her
to become chief minister. 

Though she was unani-
mously elected as chief minis-

ter by the AIADMK legislature,
the Supreme Court order
upholding the Bangalore
Special Court’s verdict sen-
tencing Sasikala to four years
rigorous imprisonment came
the next day. That spoiled her
chioef ministerial dreams as he
had to surrender in Parappana
Agrahara Central Prison to
serve her term.

Palaniswamy was hand-
picked by Sasikala to stand in as
chief minister in her absence.
But when Dhinakaran, her
nephew decided to take over the
dministration by ousting
Palaniswamy, the BJP inter-
vened and made EPS and OPS
to patch up. The duo eased out
Sasikala and Dhinakaran from
the party and established their
control over the AIADMK and
the government.Now that
Sasikala has come back to
Chennaiafter serving her term in
the jail, she has staked her
claims. This has upset the
Palaniswamy-Panneerselvam
duo. Dhinakaran , who had
launched Amma Makkal
Munnetra Kazhakam (AMMK),
claiming that the AIADMK has
become history made a volte
face and declared that the out-
fit had been launched to retrieve
the AIADMK.

Palaniswamy had success-
fully completed four years in
power and has been looking at
a second shot at the chief min-
ister’s chair when the BJP has
asked him to take the AMMK
into the alliance fold. Amit
Sha, union home minister, who
was in Chennai on Sunday is
believed to have told EPS and
OPS tp patch up with
Chinnamma (as Sasikala is
addressed by her cadre).

Sasikala belongs to the
Thevar community, which is
quite powerful in southern dis-
tricts. In Dravidian Tamil Nadu,
it is the caste factors that deter-
mine the fate of elections. The
Vanniyar dominated PMK
walked away with 23 seats from
the AIADMK in Saturday’s seat
sharing talks. The BJP has been
offered 20 seats by the AIADMK
but the former expressed
unhappiness over what has been
offered to it. Seat sharing talks
between the AIADMK and the
BJP have been held up because
of the uncompromising stance
of both the parties.

AS Gurumurthy, editor,
Thuglaq and advisor to Tamil
Nadu BJP had said that while he
was not averse to the
AIADMK’s alliance with the
AMMK, he would strongly
oppose any kind of merger
between the two parties.
“Though both the DMK and
AIADMK are corrupt, the
DMK is a dynastic party while
the AIADMK is democratic. If
Sasikala and her family mem-
bers return to the AIADMK,
that will be the end of the
AIADMK founded by MGR
and nurtured by Jayalalithaa,”
Gurumurthy had said on
January 15 during the Thuglaq
Founder’s Day.

While the DMK is expect-
ed to ink the deal with Congress
in a day or two, the AIADMK
is faced with issues like the
anger of Vijayakant-led DMDK
which wants an equal number
of seats as was given to PMK.
A clear picture of the political
landscape before the assembly
polls would emerge in three
days, according to sources in
AIADMK.
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Jaipur: Commissioner of Rajasthan
Housing Board and Patron of RAS Club,
Pawan Arora informed that giving a big
gift to the members of RAS club, opera-
tion of high level five star category restau-
rant has been started here from Monday.
There are 203 types of items in this restau-
rant&#39;s menu. Usually, this type of
option is not available in the menu of
restaurants in clubs. This restaurant offers
seating for up to 100 people simultane-
ously.

The club&#39;s patron, Pawan Arora,
said that the coffee shop, bar, banquet hall,
air-conditioned rooms, conference room
and gym facilities are already operational
in this club. Recently the art gallery has also
been inaugurated here. Arora said that
members of the club can enjoy family del-
icacies in this restaurant.
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Bengaluru: The BJP plans to
unleash a high-voltage cam-
paign in Puducherry with a
battery of central leaders as it
seeks to wrest power in the
union territory in the coming
assembly elections.

The party in-charge for
Puducherry Nirmal Kumar
Surana said the BJP would
field about ten star campaign-
ers in the UT, where elections
to the 30-member assembly
would be held on April six.

They include Prime
Minister Narendra Modi, BJP
president J P Nadda, and Union
Ministers Amit Shah, Nirmala
Sitharaman and Smriti Irani, he
told PTI here.

Modi and Shah have
already launched the party's
campaign in the tiny union ter-
ritory.     Surana, who is Vice-

President of Karnataka unit of
BJP, said discussions were
underway with the All India
NR Congress (AINRC) and
AIADMK on seat-sharing for
the elections and it would be
finalised as soon as 
possible.

Asked if the NDA plans to
declare its Chief Ministerial
candidate, he said: “All the
matters are getting discussed”.

Surana said Puducherry
Assembly Speaker V P
Sivakolundhu, who quit on
Sunday citing health reasons, is
in touch with the BJP and
would decide on joining the
party in a day or two.

Sivakolundhu won from
the Lawspet constituency in the
2016 assembly elections on a
Congress ticket.

His brother V P

Ramalingam joined the BJP in
Karaikal in the presence of
Union Home Minister Amit
Shah during his campaign visit
on Sunday.

“He (Sivakolundhu) wants
his brother (Ramalingam) to
contest from his constituency
(Lawspet)”, Surana said.

On how many seats the
NDA hoped to win in
Puducherry, he claimed that
according to his assessment the
Congress would not be able to
win even a single seat.

Puducherry is now under
President's rule after the
Congress government headed
by V Narayanasamy fell on
February 22 on being reduced
to a minority following a spate
of resignation of Congress
MLAs and a DMK 
legislator. PTI
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Aligarh (UP): The postmortem
report of the teenage Dalit girl,
whose body was found here on
Sunday, has not indicated any
clear evidence of rape and found
that she was strangulated to
death, a senior official said here.

Five persons have been
picked up by the police for
questioning in the case, Senior
Superintendent of Police (SSP)
Muniraj G told mediapersons
on Monday night.

The body of the 16-year-old
girl was found in a field in
Akrabad area here following
which villagers clashed with
police and indulged in stone
pelting.Inspector Pranendra
Kumar was injured in the attack. 

The postmortem report has
not indicated any clear evi-
dence of rape, the SSP said.

He said that in view of the
inconclusive evidence the police
has decided to conduct further
microbiological tests using vagi-
nal swabs. “The proceedings of
the postmortem were video-
graphed. There were multiple
injury marks on the body of the
victim who died due to stran-
gulation,” the SSP said.

An FIR has been registered
under IPC 302 (murder), 376
(rape) and POCSO Act. Earlier,
on Monday when the body was
handed over to the family for last
rites, a large group of protestors
collected at the the house of the
victim and blocked traffic on the
main Agra road. 

The SSP said efforts are on
for giving adequate financial
compensation to the victim's
family. PTI 

Banda: A man has been arrested for allegedly trying to rape a
14-year-old girl in Banda district in Uttar Pradesh, police said
on Tuesday.

The 22-year-old man dragged the girl and tried to rape her
on Monday when she was grazing goat in a forest area, Dehat
police station SHO Pradeep Kumar Yadav said.

He said that the accused has been arrested and booked under
the Protection of Children from Sexual Offences (POCSO) Act
and other relevant sections of IPC. The girl has been sent for med-
ical examination. PTI 

Shahjahanpur (UP): Three minor girls went
missing here after they left home for school,
with one of them carrying cash and clothes sup-
posedly meant for a programme at the insti-
tution, police said on Tuesday.

Two of the girls are aged 15 and one is 10,
Superintendent of Police S Anand said, adding
that three teams have been formed to look into
the matter.

The three girls are from separate localities
in the Sadar area and study in the same school.
They left home on Monday to go to the school,
Assistant Superintendent of Police (City)
Praveen Kumar told PTI.

He said one of them was carrying Rs 2,500
and another had taken Rs 2,700 and clothes
with her.

One of the girls told her family members
that she had packed the clothes as there was a
programme at the school, the police said.

Police were informed about the matter on
Monday night when the girls did not return
home, Kumar said.

Last month in the district, a BA second-
year student of a college run by the Mumukshu
Ashram of former Union minister Swami
Chinmayanand was found without clothes and
severely burnt along a national highway.

She said in a statement before a magistrate
that three people tried to rape her in a field near
Rai Kheda village and when they did not suc-
ceed, they poured kerosene and set her on fire.
Four people, including a female friend who had
allegedly sent her to the field, were arrested
from different places in the district. PTI

Lucknow: A 50-year-old man was
allegedly shot dead in Uttar Pradesh's
Hathras district by an accused out on bail
in a case of molestation lodged in 2018
against the victim's daughter, police said
on Tuesday.

“The incident took place in Nozarpur
village of Sasani area in Hathras on
Monday afternoon when the daughters
of Ambrish Sharma (50) had gone to a
temple, where the wife and aunt of
accused Gaurav Sharma were present.
The women had heated arguments with
each other after which both Gaurav and
Ambrish also reached there,” Hathras
Superintendent of Police Vineet Jaiswal
said. Both Gaurav and Ambrish also had
an argument after which the accused
called some members of his family and
shot Ambrish in a fit of rage, the SP said.
Ambrish was rushed to the hospital where
he was declared brought dead, the SP
added.

According to an FIR lodged by the
victim's daughter, however, the incident
took place in their family potato field.
The Hathras SP said the FIR had been
registered against Gaurav Sharma, Lalit
Sharma, Rahitash Sharma, Nikhil Sharma
and two others. Out of them, Lalit has
been arrested while the main accused
Gaurav is absconding.

In the FIR, it was alleged that the girl
was there in her family potato field with
her father Ambrish when Gaurav came
in a white car with his accomplice and
asked Ambrish to take back the case
lodged against him.

“Before my father could say anything,
he opened fire on him. We rushed him
to the hospital, where he died,” the girl
said in the FIR. The victim had
lodged a case of molestation of his
daughter two and a half years ago against
Gaurav, who was jailed. Gaurav, then,
came out on bail after a month and he had
animosity with Ambrish since then, the
SP added.

Taking note of the incident, Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath has ordered
strict action to be taken against the
accused and directed officials to invoke
provisions of the stringent National
Security Act (NSA) against them.

Meanwhile, the Samajwadi Party
reacted to the incident with its president
Akhilesh Yadav alleging that women in
UP have lost hope of justice from the state
government.

“After 'Hathras ki beti', murder of a
father who had complained of molesta-
tion of his daughter has taken place. UP's
women has not lost hope from the gov-
ernment has stopped seeking justice
from it,” Akhilesh said in a tweet in Hindi.

“Enough of the atrocities on women,
this time BJP is out,” he added. Akhilesh
also tagged a video of a girl, said to be the
victim's daughter along with his tweet.In
the video, the girl is heard saying, “Please
give me justice... Please give me justice.
First, he molested me and now he has shot
my father. He had come to our village.
There were six-seven people. My father
had no enmity against anyone. His name
is Gaurav Sharma, he is a dog...”. PTI
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Two days after Maharashtra
Chief Minister Uddhav

Thackeray said that his
Government would investigate
the circumstances leading to the
alleged suicide by seven-time
Dadra Nagar Haveli MP Mohan
S Delkar, the Maharashtra
Congress on Tuesday clam-
oured for the registration of an
FIR against the persons whose
names figured in the 15-page
suicide note left by the deceased
MP.

Participating in a debate on
the Governor’s address to a joint
sitting of both the Houses in the
State Legislature, Maharashtra
State Congress president and
senior party legislator Nana
Patole said:  “He wanted justice.
That why came to Mumbai and
committed suicide. In his sui-
cide note, he has named sever-
al persons. But still an FIR has
not been registered. The police
should register an FIR without
any further delay and initiate
stern action in the case”.

Alluding to the role of
Administrator of the Union
Territory (UT) of Dadra, Nagar
Haveli and Daman & Diu and
former BJP MLA Praful Patel in
the death, Patole said: “The
name of former minister of
home Praful Patel’s figures in
Delkar’s dying declaration. He
is the Administrator of the
Union Territory (UT). However
big and influential a person may
be, but the person is not above
law. Action should be taken
against the person concerned”.

In Parliament, Delkar had
raised the issue of harassment
meted out to him by the UT
administration. “He tried to
draw the attention of Prime
Minister Narendra Modi and
Home Minister Amit Shah to
the harassment faced by him
from Praful Patel and others.
Coming from Tribal commu-
nity, Delkar came to Mumbai to
commit suicide. He expected
that justice would be done to
him in Mumbai after his death”.   

Maharashtra chief minister
Uddhav Thackeray had said on
Sunday last that he would
request Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and Union
Home Minister Amit Shah to
direct the authorities in the
Union Territory to cooperate
with the Mumbai in the inves-
tigations.  

“The probe hasn't begun
yet. But I will request the Prime
Minister and Home Minister to
instruct the authorities in the
Union Territory to cooperate
with the Mumbai police when
they reach there for investiga-
tion,” Uddhav said, while inter-
acting with media persons on
the eve of the budget session of
the Maharashtra Legislature.

“An independent MP+
ends hied life by suicide...he
wrote 14 to 16 pages... He
commits because of harass-
ment. This is serious,” Uddhav
said.

In his weekly column
“Rokhthok” in the Sena mouth-
piece ''Saamana'', Raut had a dig
at BJP and a section of the
media media over Sushant’s
death and demolition of a por-
tion of actress Kangana Ranaut’s
bungalow.

“Last year, there was such a
hullabaloo and sensation in
the media. Now everyone is
silent. Delkar's purported sui-
cide note blamed the adminis-
trator of Dadra and Nagar
Haveli for alleged harassment
and pressure brought to bear on
him to join the BJP,” Raut had
written on Sunday.

On his part, Maharashtra
Home Minister Anil
Deshmukh had said last that the
Mumbai police would investi-
gate the circumstances leading
to Delkar’s suicide.

It may be recalled that 58-
year-old Delkar was found
hanging in a hotel in the Marine
Drive in south Mumbai on
February 22.  Fifty-eight-year-
old Delkar is suspected to have
committed suicide by hanging
himself. The police had recov-
ered a 16-page suicide note
from the hotel room where
Delkar’s body was found.

On February 24,  the ruling
Congress – which is one of the
three constituents in the MVA
government in Maharashtra
had turned the needle of sus-
picion towards Administrator
of the Union Territory (UT) of
Dadra, Nagar Haveli and
Daman & Diu and former BJP
MLA Praful Patel who, it
alleged, was among the UT offi-
cials that harassed Delkar lead-
ing the latter ending his life.

In a video-conference held
with Maharashtra Home
Minister Anil Deshmukh, State
Congress general secretary
Sachin Sawant and party’s
spokesperson Dr Raju
Wagmare alluded to a video clip
released by late Delkar in mid-
2020 and the suicide note left by
the latter and rooted for thor-
ough investigations into the cir-
cumstances leading to the sui-
cide by the sitting MP.”The
tragic end of Mr Delkjar needs
to be investigated. He has left a
16-page suicide note in which
he has mentioned the names of
all the officials who harassed
him. It is being discussed
among people that he has men-
tioned the name of Praful Patel,
who is currently working as the
Administrator of Dadra, Nagar
Haveli and Daman & Diu since
2016,” Sawant and Dr Wagmare
had said in their representation
to the State Home Minister.

“Mr Patel is a former BJP
MLA from Himatnagar con-
stituency in Gujarat for its 12th
legislative Assembly. He also
served as an Minister of State
for Home of Gujarat and is very
close to the RSS and BJP’s
national leadership,” the two
Congress leaders had said.

“It is pertinent to note that
Delkar travelled to Mumbai late
on Sunday, checked into a hotel
and committed `suicide’ by
hanging himself in the room.
He may have chosen to come to
Mumbai committing suicide
because of he was not sure to
get justice in the Union
Territory,” Saware and Dr
Wafgmare said.

“He must have come to
Mumbai with an expectation
from the MVA government
that the culprits who com-
pelled him to take the extreme
step would be punished by
law,” the two Congress leaders
stated in their letter. 
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reforms — Big Ag. Modi has
led the Big Ag to India’s
doors and sacrificed Indian
farmers for agri-dollars.

India farmers are jubilant
about the US support but, as
the harvest season nears,
some of them are now return-
ing with the stories of their
struggles and indignation to
their villages to work the
fields, while others farmers
are on the road to Delhi’s bor-
ders. In Haryana, media
reports indicate, hundreds of
villages have pledged to send
one person from each house
to join the revolution. The
farmers’ revolution is getting
ready for the hot summer.
Although the Modi
Government’s version occu-
pies the media discourse, the
farmers may have outwitted
the Government once again.

How? With the help of the
returning farmers, their unions
and leaders have now expand-
ed their base far beyond Delhi’s
borders. YouTube videos and
independent vernacular citizen
journalists have spread each
update across the country. The
tune of Farmer Revolution’s
Haryanavi anthem — “Modi ji
hum Dilli aage” — now sways
young and old farmers from
Bengal to Rajasthan.

From Ganganagar to
Kerala, the farmer unions have

addressed millions of people in
a short span of 30 days. Now
that the movement has
reached a mature stage, it will
spread even faster. Even the
Government is finding it hard
to call them “a handful of
farmers” as it did in early
January. Now the discourse has
become “crowds don’t get the
work done”. The movement
today represents not just farm-
ers but all those who work the
land — migrant workers,
labourers, urban mandi work-
ers and the traders. This is a
united rural India resisting a
corporate auction. Meanwhile,
the Government has
unleashed the biggest round of
privatisation of public assets
since Yeltsin’s Russia.

No one knows why fuel
prices have skyrocketed. Why
taxes and cess keep increas-
ing, squeezing the middle
class, and yet arterial roads of
Delhi have potholes? The fuel
prices directly impact farmers’
input costs and offset the
MSP calculations. India is
being rigged for food infla-
tion. Indian agri produce
vastly outperforms against
the highly subsidised imports
from countries like the US.

The agricultural bubble is
soon going to burst; the col-
lateral will be rural India
and millions of lives. History

will repeat itself as from its
ashes shall emerge a new
class of neo-zamindars that
shall profit from each morsel.
The US is a fine example of
this, where four corporations
control over 80 per cent of the
food and about 50 per cent of
all produce is wasted!

The Modi Government
needs to correct course by
abandoning the laws and
making a fresh start with
farmers, for their movement
is no longer an Indian affair
or internal matter as the
External Affairs Ministry is
already involved in this diplo-
matic issue.

We as a nation should
remember that India loses
face in the world only because
democracy dies at home. This
is an agrarian issue that is
being politicised by media
magicians, swaying public
opinion inciting more hate in
society. But for the farmers, at
home and abroad, it’s a ques-
tion of livelihood and exis-
tence. We need to stand in
solidarity because it’s a fight
for the survival of our soul
and roti, together.

(The author writes on
agriculture and environment,
and is a former Director —
Policy and Outreach, National
Seed Association of India. The
views expressed are personal.)
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G
reen mango flowers
are now bursting and
kites dance in the sky
while bright yellow,

purple flowers bloom one last
time and farmers in Tihar Jail,
New Delhi, welcome a silent
spring. The warm air rustles the
yellow plastic tents at the
Ghazipur Border, flowing from
AH2 to the Tikri Border,
announcing a new season and
the next phase of the Farmers’
Revolution begins.

It’s been over a month since
farmer leader Rakesh Tikait’s
tears galvanised the farmers
from Uttar Pradesh (UP) to
Rajasthan and much has hap-
pened over the spring — Basant
Ritu — since then. Lakhs of
devotees have cleansed them-
selves taking dips in the holy
Ganga from Haridwar to
Prayagraj, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi may have shed
expiatory tears as he reassured
his followers that the three farm
laws are good for farmers and
for business. But the farmers of
the world are not convinced.

Recently, major US-based
farmer groups like Agrarian
Trust, National Farmers Union
and 87 other organisations have
started an international move-
ment expressing solidarity with
the farmers’ revolution. Over 50
Canadian organisations have
also extended support. They
have been exerting pressure on
their public representatives too
to end this “injustice”. Their
criticism comes from having
suffered due to the market-led
agricultural policies since the
1960s in the US. This is no
longer an “international conspir-
acy” or “attack on India’s sover-
eignty” or “sedition” perpetrat-
ed by “international media
celebrities like Rihanna or Greta”
but a moment of true global sol-
idarity beyond race and religion.

Foreclosures and debt have
destroyed millions of US farm
families. Suicides and despon-
dency plague rural America
while Big Ag grows. It’s not only
the older generation but young
farmer leaders like Severine
Fleming who have supported
the farmers’ revolution. All,
save for the corporate media, see
the invisible hand behind these

SOUNDBITE
��������	
���	�����	���	����
Sir — It is said that the BJP is afraid of los-
ing a State and the Congress is shy of win-
ning one. It does not matter for the BJP
how big or small the State is, it just wants
to form a Government there. 

Though it had a minuscule presence in
Puducherry, the astute power game of the
BJP ensured its indirect control over the
Union Territory (UT). Assam, Tamil Nadu,
Kerala, West Bengal and Puducherry are
going to polls shortly, and the party has a
stake in each State. But what about the
Congress? The Congress’ grip over the
States is loosening each passing day. 

For the Congress, the intention to go all
the way and the determination to win
appears to be missing. That the Congress
is enjoying power in only three States is
an unmistakable sign of decay and degen-
eration in the party. Of the three, the wind
may change direction in Rajasthan and
Chhattisgarh anytime.  So, what’s the party
left with?  When a party is reluctant to
learn even after repeated drubbings,
nothing can infuse hope among the peo-
ple in the party’s future.  

Despite top leaders saying “enough is
enough”, nothing has been done to revive
the party. The flip-flops over Rahul
Gandhi assuming the party presidentship
should end. Either he should assume party
presidentship or leave politics. Even at the
cost of some leaders leaving the party, the
Congress must resolve its issues soon. 

Ganapathi  Bhat | Akola

����	�����	�����	����	�����������
Sir — This refers to the editorial ‘Taming
the virus’ (March 2). By taking the jab,
Prime Minister Narendra Modi has given
a promising impetus to the pace of vacci-
nation in the second phase. This phase of
vaccination for senior citizens and those
above 45 with comorbidities is expected to
witness a good footfall or inoculation rate. 

So far, the drive hasn’t matched up to
India’s immense population challenge but
the opening of centres at private hospitals
and flexible options for registration can
give it a big boost. All Chief Ministers,

Union and State Ministers and Opposition
leaders must follow suit so as to encour-
age others for inoculation. Not only
politicians but also bureaucrats and
celebrities must take the jab.

Since February 13, India’s seven-day
rolling average of daily COVID infections
has shown a steady surge, signalling a fresh
need to ramp up the campaign. India’s vac-
cination strategy is closely intertwined to
its economic fortunes. A GDP contraction
of eight per cent in 2020-21 requires a big
bounce-back in the new year. But the
restrictions on interstate movement in
response to February’s COVID surge are
symptomatic of persisting jitters.

N Sadhasiva Reddy | Bengaluru

����	���������	��
��	���	�����
Sir — India has an alarming trend of dowry
deaths, harassment and domestic violence,
and yet society is indifferent towards it. It
was heart-wrenching to watch a video on
the social media in which a girl in Gujarat

committed suicide. She recorded a video
message and then jumped into a river. She
was allegedly facing harassment from her
husband since their marriage in 2018.

A case of abetment to suicide has been
lodged against the husband.  Her story is
similar to the plight of lakhs of women
who face harassment on a daily basis either
in office spaces or inside their homes. 

Despite several NGOs championing
the cause of women rights, strict laws for
crime against women, special courts and
women-only branches in police, nothing
seems to have changed on the ground.
Women are still vulnerable and are sub-
jected to various sorts of atrocities by their
relatives. Even the religious organisa-
tions, which keep crying foul over one or
the other issue, keep silent over women’s
issues until it is related to religious tenets.

Asim Sohail | Bihar
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I
can never forget the night when the entire vil-
lage, including women, armed with weapons
came to attack a helpless woman on the sus-

picion of being a witch. I would also have been
killed with her had I not called the police”, recalls
72-year-old Birubala Rabha, a victim-turned-cru-
sader from Assam’s Goalpara district, referring to
a ghastly incident that took place in a small vil-
lage on the Assam-Meghalaya border in 2007. 

This year the primary school-educated Rabha
was the recipient of the Padma Shri, India’s high-
est civilian award for her crusade against witch-
hunting. The award was a much-deserved pan-
India recognition of her work. Rabha, ostracised
and branded as a witch, devoted her life for the
cause of other women like her, and, through her
organisation Mission Birubala, has been the
force behind the State’s law to check the practice
of witch-hunting in Assam. 

There is no dearth of women like Rabha in
Assam, who came close to death or got killed, as
more than two-thirds of its districts reported inci-
dents of witch-hunting. As per the State
Government’s records, 107 people, mostly women,
got killed between 2011-2019. Locally, even a vil-
lage on the Assam-Meghalaya border, is called
“dainigaon (village of the witches)”, where many
ostracised women live in isolation.

“In rural hinterlands, a Deodhani, Bez or an
Ojha (people who allegedly specialise in healing,
casting out unclean spirits and telling fortunes)
wields tremendous influence. They often target a
widow, a single or a guardian-less woman…...with
little or no formal education …… and label her
a witch, when they are clueless about a malaise.
Many poor people fall into their clutches, not sole-
ly out of superstitious belief, but also because of
their inability to pay for a qualified doctor”, says
a 2014 field report from the districts of Goalpara
and Sonitpur, conducted by the Partners for Law
in Development (PLD), a Delhi-based legal
resource group. 

Rightly, Rabha in her ‘Manuhe Manuhor Babe’
campaign, cautions gullible villagers against
falling prey to such quacks who are nothing but
“money-making racketeers exploiting people’s
ignorance.”

The PLD’s field study in Assam, Bihar,
Jharkhand and Chattisgarh, also reveals that
“women are more often targeted for material
motives.” Dibyajyoti Saikia, a human rights ac-
tivist, who leads a Guwahati-based organisation,
Brothers, feels that “individual factors like person-
al rivalry, jealousy, conspiracy come into play in
such targeting in semi-urban and rural areas.”
Mamani Saikia, district co-ordinator, Goalpara,
further explains that “in calculated attacks,  gen-
der relationship determines the selection of tar-
gets, often driven by ulterior interests like grab-
bing a property or for sexual exploitation, where-
as, in surprise attacks, which are more violent in
nature, the goal is supposedly to eliminate an evil.”

Dalit and marginalised women are doubly
prone to such attacks because of systemic patri-
archy and also because of their social identity.
However,  Natyabir Das, a medical practitioner and
a co-ordinator of Mission Birubala, says: “Though
women as victims are more in number but in
recent times, men are also facing such accusations.” 

Now, as per the National Crime Records

Bureau, more than 2,500 people,
mostly women, got killed in such
incidents between 2000-2016, while
many believe that the number is
much higher, as most States don’t list
witchcraft as a motive for murder. 

Nevertheless, some States like
Bihar, Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand,
Odisha, Rajasthan, Assam,
Maharashtra and Karnataka have
framed anti-witchcraft Acts.
Commenting on the existing Tonahi
Pratadna Nivaran Act, 2005,
Chhattisgarh, Dinesh Sharma, a
doctor-turned-activist and founder
of Andhshraddha Nirmoolan
Samitee, rues that “hundreds of
cases are pending under the Act.
Many victims have died and with-
out fast-track courts, the purpose of
the Act is somewhat defeated.

Moreover, in such incidents of
organised community violence, the
law cannot overlook the complici-
ty and accountability of a village
sarpanch or a kotwal.”

Ajay Agarwal, Secretary,
Association for Social and Human
Awareness, Ranchi, Jharkhand,
echoes similar sentiments. He says:
“Though more than 1,300 women
were killed since 2000 in the State,
there’s no official data available
under the Prevention of Witch
(DAAIN) Practices Act, 2001. Some
cases get registered under the IPC
and only one or two get convicted,
while almost the entire village is
responsible for such killings.”

Assam’s new Act, notified in
2018, has been feted as India’s

toughest anti-witch-hunting law,
which makes any offence under it
non-bailable, cognisable and non-
compoundable. 

However, the State’s  ADGP, LR
Bishnoi, highlighted that the wider
scope of legal protection included
in the Act with the setting up of spe-
cial courts and addition of new
offences related to targeting, humil-
iation and ostracism, and so on are
hitherto not part of the IPC. 

Dibyajyoti Saikia opines that
“the Act is yet to make any visible
impact…. and the police still have
a tendency to settle cases through
a compromise.” Natyabir Das says
that agencies like the ASTEC
(Assam Science Technology and
Environment Council) have been
chipping in through awareness dri-
ves, but admits that “a thorough
training of police officials is
required.” Executive Director, PLD,
Madhu Mehra, states that the Assam
Act is definitely an improvement,
more like the Rajasthan Act. But,
unlike Rajasthan, the State is yet to
frame rules regarding compensation
and rehabilitation. 

Manisha Behal, Executive
Director, North East Network, a
Guwahati-based women’s rights
organisation, also laments that the
menace could have been better
tackled on the ground by the front-
line workers had the rules been in
place.

Many activists point out that the
existing legal regime, be it the IPC
or special Acts, vests enormous

power with the police, who are often
found to be wanting in their preven-
tive and protective role, particular-
ly when the victim is poor or a
woman. 

Thus such Acts remain merely
as pieces of paper failing to make
any dent in the impunity attached
to the practice. The legal vacuum for
compensation of losses due to social
ostracisation, forced displacement,
or deprivation in livelihood  oppor-
tunities is another drawback. Mehra,
however, is sceptical about the
actual realisation of compensation
even if such a provision gets legal
backing as the process of conviction
is a long-drawn affair, with the
accused mostly being as poor as the
victim. 

Many activists vouch for socio-
legal measures like dialogue and
awareness creation to help people
distinguish between what is a social-
ly permissible act and a crime. Some
also voice the need for a central leg-
islation reviving the Prevention of
Witch-Hunting Bill, introduced in
the Lok Sabha in 2016.

Witch-hunting is used as a tool
to subjugate women and there will
always be a new reason to brand a
woman as a witch. As incidents of
women bearing the brunt of person-
al vendetta and unfounded smear
campaigns continue to pour in
from many parts of India, the issue
of witch-hunting deserves greater
attention not only from the legal
point of view but from a wider
socio-economic perspective.
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E
xpressio unius est exclusio
alterius (expression of
one subject, object or

idea is the exclusion of other
subjects, objects or ideas)”, is a
maxim in Latin, which is heard
quite frequently in law classes
as well as in courtrooms. It
finds application in the con-
struction of Constitutions,
statutes and similar instru-
ments. This phrase came to
mind after watching the pro-
ceedings in Puducherry that led
to the fall of the V
Narayanasamy-led Congress
Government last week.

The resignation of
Narayanasamy as the Chief
Minister (CM) has not sur-
prised any of the political
observers. The only question
being asked by them is why did
it take four years for
Narayanasamy to quit his post.

Though the BJP is accused
of political manipulation,
encouraging defections from

the ruling party to topple the
Government and MK Stalin,
the president of the DMK, is
accused of murdering democ-
racy, the fact is that the fall of
the Congress Government was
bound to happen from the day
Narayanasamy was sworn in in
2016.  

“Why did the Congress
high command appoint
Narayanasamy, who had not
contested the 2016 Assembly
election as CM,  superseding
many party heavyweights  in
the Union Territory?” wonders
Kolahala Srenivasan, political
chronicler of Tamil Nadu and
Puducherry.  “There were sea-
soned leaders like former CM
Vaithilingam  and A
Namasivayam who were in
the running for the top post,”
says Srenivasan.

Narayanasamy, the all-
powerful Minister of State in
the Prime Minister’s Office
(PMO) during the United

Progressive Alliance (UPA)
regime under Manmohan
Singh, had been defeated in the
Lok Sabha election held in
2014. Sources say that the
interests of other Congress
leaders were overlooked by
the party high command while
appointing him. Apparently,
there was strong discontent-
ment among the Congress
MLAs when he was hand-
picked by the party president.
The appointment of Kiran
Bedi, the former super cop of
Delhi as the Lieutenant
Governor (L-G) of the Union
Territory (UT), was like open-
ing another war front by the
BJP. Consequently, the running
battle between the CM and the
L-G hogged the limelight in the
last four years. This style of
functioning of the L-G was a
new experience for the popu-
lation of the UT and naturally,
Narayanasamy got annoyed!

The nomination of three

BJP leaders as MLAs by the
Union Home Ministry was
also on expected lines. But the
nominated legislators getting a
chance to cast their votes in the
trust vote held on Monday has
to be explained by the BJP’s
national leadership. 

What sealed
Narayanasamy’s fate was the
resignations of K
Lakshminarayanan, MLA and
former Minister who was also
the Parliamentary Secretary to
the CM and that of D
Venkatesan, an MLA belonging
to the DMK. These resigna-
tions happened 24 hours before
the trust vote.

Lakshminarayanan had been
complaining since 2016 that the
party was not recognising his
seniority and experience. He
was hurt when he was over-
looked by Narayanasamy when
Speaker Vaithilingam resigned
to contest the 2019 Lok Sabha
poll and appointed first-time
MLA Sivakozhunthu as the
presiding officer of the House.

The resignation of John
Kumar from the House, too,
speaks about the discontent-
ment that had set in. John
Kumar was elected as an MLA
in 2016 but resigned his seat to
facilitate the election of
Narayanasamy to the House.
Though John Kumar was elect-
ed subsequently to the House
in 2019, he too fell out with
Narayanasamy eventually. 

Though Venkatesan, the
DMK MLA, announced his
resignation from the House
well in advance, the party lead-
ership in Tamil Nadu kept

silent over the issue. Despite the
declaration by Venkatesan that
he quit from the House with
the concurrence of his party
leader (MK Stalin), the DMK
did not do anything till Tuesday
to buy peace with him. It was
on Tuesday that the party’s gen-
eral secretary Durai Murugan
announced the removal of
Venkatesan from all official
posts in the party.

Last month saw Stalin
deputing party MP and mon-
eybags Jagathrakshakan to reju-
venate the DMK in the UT.
“This gave rise to many doubts
in the minds of the Congress
and DMK leaders in
Puducherry. What we saw dur-
ing the last two days was the
impact of this decision,” said
Srenivasan.

The question why
Jagatrakshakan was sent to
Puducherry at this juncture
remains unanswered.
Narayanasamy did not include

his alliance partner, the DMK,
in the Government and this
resulted in a lot of heartburn. 

Though the Congress and
the DMK challenged the L-G’s
nomination of three BJP lead-
ers to the Assembly, the apex
court upheld her act. But how
the nominated members were
allowed to cast their votes in the
Assembly reminds one of the
Latin maxim “expresso unius…”

Do nominated members in
State legislatures, other UTs and
in Parliament, too, enjoy voting
rights. There cannot be one
rule for Puducherry and anoth-
er for the rest of the country.
Let’s have the same rules for the
whole country. This was what
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
declared when Parliament
abrogated Article 370: “Now
people in Jammu and Kashmir
enjoy the same status as that of
the rest of the Indians.” People
of Puducherry, too, should get
the same status. Shouldn’t they?
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FBI Director Chris Wray is set
to testify for the first time

since the deadly January 6 dead-
ly riot at the US Capitol, with
lawmakers likely to press him on
whether the bureau adequately
communicated with other law
enforcement agencies about the
potential for violence that day.

Questions about the FBI’s
preparations for the riot, and
investigations into it, are
expected to dominate Wray’s
appearance Tuesday before the
Senate Judiciary Committee.
He’s also likely to be pressed on
how the FBI is confronting the
national security threat from
white nationalists and domes-
tic violent extremists, and
whether the bureau has ade-
quate resources to address the
problem. 

The violence at the Capitol
made clear that a law enforce-
ment agency that revolu-
tionised itself after the
September 11, 2001, attacks to

deal with international terror-
ism is now scrambling to
address homegrown violence
from white Americans. The
Biden administration has
tasked his national intelligence
director to work with the FBI
and Department of Homeland
Security to assess the threat.

Wray has kept a notably
low profile since a violent mob
of insurrectionists stormed the
Capitol two months ago.
Though he has briefed law-

makers privately and shared
information with local law
enforcement hearings,
Tuesday’s oversight hearing
will mark Wray’s first public
appearance before Congress
since before November’s pres-
idential election. 

The FBI is facing questions
over how it handled intelli-
gence in the days ahead of the
riot, and whether warnings it
had of potential violence
reached the correct officials. 

Last week, for instance, the
acting chief of the Capitol Police
said a January 5 report from the
FBI made its way to investiga-
tors within the police force and
to the department’s intelligence
unit but was never sent up the
chain of command. The report
warned about concerning
online posts foreshadowing a
“war” in Washington the fol-
lowing day. The FBI has said the
report, which it says was based
on uncorroborated informa-
tion, was shared through its
joint terrorism task force.
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The Biden administration
has indicated that it is still

undecided on ending the
Trump-era ban on issuing new
H-1B visas, with the Homeland
Security Secretary Alejandro
Mayorkas asserting that the US
government’s top priority is the
acute needs of individuals flee-
ing persecution.

The H-1B visa, the most
sought after among Indian IT
professionals, is a non-immigrant
visa that allows US companies to
employ foreign workers in spe-
ciality occupations that require
theoretical or technical expertise.
Technology companies depend
on it to hire tens of thousands of
employees each year from coun-
tries like India and China.

In January, then-President
Donald Trump had extended
the ban on issuing new H-1B
visas till March 31, arguing that
the country is having a very
high unemployment rate and
the US cannot afford to have
more foreign workers.

“His successor President
Joe Biden has revoked dozens

of the executive orders of
Trump including several of
those related to immigration
like the lifting the Muslim visa
ban or those related to Green
Card, the one that imposed ban
on issuing H-1B has still not
been lifted. It will expire on
March 31, if Biden does not
issue a fresh proclamation.

“What is the status of the
review of the Trump era visa
bans for H1B visas and has the
White House decided to lift
those bans before they expire at
the end of the month?”
Mayorkas was asked at a White
House news conference on
Monday.

“I don’t really (know)- I
hate to end the questioning on
a question. The answer to
which I am not certain. But this
goes to what preceded us. We
have so much work to do to
repair and to restore and to
rebuild that we have a priori-
tisation matrix and of course,
the acute needs of individuals
fleeing persecution is a high
priority. Which brings me to
this meeting this morning,”
Mayorkas said in response.
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Police in Myanmar repeat-
edly used tear gas and rub-

ber bullets on Tuesday against
crowds protesting last month’s
coup, but the demonstrators
regrouped after each volley
and tried to defend themselves
with barricades as standoffs
between protesters and securi-
ty forces intensified.

Myanmar authorities have
escalated their crackdown on
the protests in recent days,
making mass arrests and firing
into the crowds. The United
Nations said it believed at least
18 people were killed  on
Sunday by security forces.
Foreign ministers from
Southeast Asian countries were
meeting Tuesday to discuss
the increasingly volatile crisis.

Despite the crackdown,
demonstrators have continued
to flood the streets — and are
beginning to more rigorously
resist attempts to disperse
them. Hundreds, many wear-
ing construction helmets and
carrying makeshift shields,

gathered in Myanmar’s largest
city of Yangon, where a day ear-
lier police had fired repeated
rounds of tear gas. They
dragged bamboo poles and
debris to form barricades,
chanted slogans and sang songs
at the police lines. They even
threw banana skins onto the
road in front of them in a bid
to slow any police rush.

The mainly young demon-
strators fled in panic each time

tear gas canisters were fired but
soon returned to their barri-
cades. Videos posted on social
media showed similar chaotic
scenes in the Insein neighbor-
hood of northern Yangon.

Protesters also took up
their flags and banners to
march through the streets of
Dawei, a small city in south-
eastern Myanmar that has seen
almost daily large demonstra-
tions against the coup.
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Saudi Arabia’s UN ambas-
sador on Monday disputed

the US intelligence report which
concluded that the Saudi crown
prince approved an operation to
kill or capture dissident jour-
nalist Jamal Khashoggi, saying
in a tweet: “Let us all move for-
ward to tackle the serious busi-
ness of world issues!!”

Abdallah Al-Mouallimi
said the newly declassified
Central Intelligence Agency
report “is based on could’ve,
should’ve and would’ve and
does not rise to anywhere close
to proving the accusation
beyond reasonable doubt.”

Though intelligence offi-
cials stopped short of saying
Crown Prince Mohammed bin
Salman ordered Khashoggi’s
murder in October 2018, the
four-page document described
him as having “absolute con-
trol” over the kingdom’s intel-
ligence organizations and said
it would have been highly
unlikely for an operation like
the killing to have been carried
out without his approval.

Al-Mouallimi said in a series
of tweets that “the Prince coura-
geously accepted moral respon-
sibility, presented the accused to
the justice system, and pledged
to reform the intelligence orga-
nizations. Case closed!”
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The Biden administration
announced sanctions of

Russian officials and business-
es Tuesday for a nearly fatal
nerve-agent attack upon oppo-
sition leader Alexei Navalny
and his subsequent jailing.

Senior administration offi-
cials did not immediately iden-
tify the Russian officials tar-
geted. The Biden administra-
tion also announced sanctions
under the US Chemical and
Biological Weapons Control
and Warfare Elimination Act
for 14 businesses and another
enterprise, most of which it said
were involved in production of
biological and chemical agents.

The US intelligence com-

munity concluded with high
confidence that Russia’s Federal
Security Service used the Russian
nerve agent Novichok on the dis-
sident last August, a senior
administration official said.

Tuesday’s sanctions would
be the first of several steps by
the Biden administration to
“respond to a number of desta-
bilizing actions,” said one of the
administration officials, who
briefed reporters on the con-
dition they not be identified
further. The sanctions are the
first against Russia by the Biden
administration, which has
pledged to confront President
Vladimir Putin for alleged
attacks on Russian opposition
figures and hacking abroad,
including of US Government

agencies and US businesses.
President Donald Trump had
spoken admiringly of Putin and
resisted criticism and many
proposed penalties of Putin’s
Government.
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Hundreds of Nigerian
schoolgirls abducted last

week from a boarding school in
the northwestern Zamfara state
have been released, the state’s
governor said Tuesday. 

Zamfara state governor
Bello Matawalle announced
that 279 girls have been freed.

Gunmen abducted the girls
from the Government Girls
Junior Secondary School in
Jangebe town on Friday, in the
latest in a series of mass kid-
nappings of students in the
West African nation.

An Associated Press
reporter saw hundreds of girls

Rabat (Morocco): Morocco’s
Foreign Ministry has suspend-
ed ties with the German
Embassy because of “deep mis-
understandings,” notably relat-
ed to the disputed Western
Sahara. The move this week
comes amid diplomatic tension
around Western Sahara since the
US under Donald Trump took
the unusual move in December
of recognizing Morocco’s sov-
ereignty over the territory.

A letter leaked online from
Moroccan Foreign Minister
Nasser Bourita to the rest of the
Moroccan government orders
officials to suspend “all contact,
interaction and cooperation”
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with the German Embassy and
embassy-related activities.

A senior Moroccan gov-
ernment official confirmed to
The Associated Press on
Tuesday that the letter was
authentic, but said it was not
meant to be made public.

The official, who was not
authorized to be publicly
named, said the decision has to
do with Germany’s recent
stance on the Sahara issue,
especially in the aftermath of
the US decision. 

The official also noted the
appearance of a flag of the pro-
independence Polisario Front
outside the state assembly in
the northern German city of
Bremen. Germany’s Foreign
Ministry said it was aware of
media reports about the letter,
but had no further comment.

AP
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The European Union on
Tuesday imposed sanctions

on four senior Russian officials
over the jailing of opposition
leader Alexei Navalny, who is
President Vladimir Putin’s most
high-profile political foe.
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dressed in light blue hijabs and barefoot sitting
at the state Government House office in Gusau.

After the meeting, the girls were escorted
outside by officials and taken away in vans. They
appeared calm and ranged in ages from 10 
and up. 
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India’s fuel consumption is
likely to rise nearly 10 per

cent in the fiscal year beginning
April 1, as a reflating economy
drives petrol and diesel
demand, according to Oil
Ministry’s  projections.

Petroleum product con-
sumption in 2021-22 could hit
215.24 million tonnes, com-
pared to the revised estimate of
195.94 million tonnes con-
sumption of the current fiscal
year ending March 31, the
ministry’s Petroleum Planning
and Analysis Cell (PPAC) said.

This will be the fastest pace
of fuel product consumption in

six years.
As the economy rebounds

from its worst contraction on
record and industrial activity
picks up, fuel consumption is
projected to rise. 

An over two-month-long
lockdown imposed to curb the
spread of the COVID-19 pan-
demic had shrunk demand to
less than half as most vehicles
went off roads, trains stopped
plying and airlines halted oper-
ations.

The reopening of the econ-
omy has brought demand back
but diesel - the most con-
sumed fuel in the country - is
yet to reach pre-pandemic lev-
els.
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Only private investment is
“missing in action” at a

time when all engines of aggre-
gate demand are starting to fire
to boost economic growth,
according to a Reserve Bank
article.

Observing that there is lit-
tle doubt today that a recovery
based on a revival of con-
sumption is underway, the RBI
in the recent article said, “the
jury leans towards such recov-
eries being shallow and short-
lived”. The key to whet the
appetite for investment, it said,
is to rekindle the animal spir-
its, a spontaneous urge to
action rather than inaction, and
not as the outcome of a weight-
ed average of quantitative ben-
efits multiplied by quantitative
probabilities.

“All engines of aggregate
demand are starting to fire;

only private investment is miss-
ing in action. The time is
apposite for private investment
to come alive,” said the article
prepared by RBI Deputy
Governor Michael Debabrata
Patra and other officials.

The article published in
the RBI Bulletin- February
2021 further said “the time is
apposite” for private investment
to come alive.

Fiscal policy, with the
largest capital expenditure
(capex) budget ever and
emphasis on doing business
better, has offered to crowd it
in.

“Will Indian industry and
entrepreneurship pick up the
gauntlet?,” it said.The Indian
economy is estimated to con-
tract by 8 per cent during the
current financial year on
account of the impact of the
COVID-19 
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After recording positive
growth for two months in

a row, India’s exports dipped
marginally by 0.25 per cent to
USD 27.67 billion in February
and trade deficit widened to
USD 12.88 billion, according to
preliminary data released by
the government on Tuesday.

Imports grew 6.98 per cent
to USD 40.55 billion during the
month, the data showed.

The trade deficit stood at
USD 10.16 billion in February
2020.

Exports during April-
February 2020-21 were USD
255.92 billion, compared with
USD 291.87 billion during the
same period of last year,
exhibiting a negative growth of
12.32 per cent.

Imports during April-
February this fiscal also dipped

23 per cent to USD 340.88 bil-
lion.

In February, oil imports
declined 16.63 per cent to USD
USD 8.99 billion. It was down
by 40.18 per cent to USD 72.08
billion during 11 months peri-
od of the current fiscal.

Major commodities of
export that have recorded pos-
itive growth during February
include oil meals, iron ore, rice,
meat, dairy and poultry prod-
ucts, carpet, spices, pharma-
ceuticals, and chemicals.

The sectors that recorded
negative export growth in
February include petroleum
products (-27.13 per cent),
leather (-21.62 per cent),
cashew (-18.6 per cent), gems
and jewellery (-11.18 per cent),
engineering goods (-2.56 per
cent), tea (-2.49 per cent), and
coffee (-0.73 per cent), it
added.
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Benchmark BSE Sensex
spurted by 447 points to

close above the psychological
50,000-mark on Tuesday fol-
lowing hectic buying in auto
and IT counters amid positive
domestic and global cues.

The 30-share index swung
nearly 633 points during the
session before ending at
50,296.89, showing a rise of
447.05 points or 0.90 per cent.

Likewise, the NSE Nifty
climbed 157.55 points or 1.07
per cent to settle at 14,919.10,
extending gains to a second
day.

Among Sensex stocks,
Mahindra & Mahindra was
lead gainer rising by 4.98 per
cent. NTPC rose by 3.83 per
cent, Bajaj Auto by 3.53 per
cent, and Tech Mahindra by
3.44 per cent. TCS, Maruti,
Infosys, HCL Tech, Nestle and
Bharti Airtel were among the
gainers.

On the other hand,
ONGC, HDFC, Dr Reddy’s,
PowerGrid and SBI suffered
losses.

Of the Sensex constituents,
25 shares ended with gains.

Sectorally, BSE auto
surged the most with 3.18 per

cent gains, followed by IT (2.85
per cent), teck (2.84 per cent)
and industrials (2.20 per cent).
All the 19 sectoral indices
closed in the green.

Broader smallcap, midcap
and largecap indices too rallied
1.60 per cent, 1.55 per cent and
1.11 per cent, respectively - out-
performing the benchmark.

Analysts said investor sen-
timent remained upbeat due to
encouraging 

GDP numbers for the third
quarter as well as returning of
calmness in global bond mar-
kets after the last week’s tur-
moil.

Vinod Nair, Head of
Research at Geojit Financial
Services said, “An improved
outlook post-February auto
sales numbers resulted in con-
tinued buying in auto stocks
with IT sector also being a
major contributor in the rally”.
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The All India Mobile
Retailers Association

(AIMRA) has written a letter to
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, stressing that Amazon’s
operations in India should be
suspended until a probe into
the company is done.

AIMRA, a trade union that
represents more than 1.5 lakh
mobilephone retailers in the
country, said that Amazon,
along with leading mobile
brands, have joined hands to
derail the retail industry and
put small retailers’ life in dan-
ger.

The association said that
Amazon is doing business in

India with the strategy of deft-
ly dodging the regulators and
politicians.E-commerce com-
panies promote sales on their
platforms through their own
preferred sellers.

“Unfortunately, E-com-
memrce companies often are
the stakeholders of these pre-
ferred sellers. Since 2014,
mobile brands have had exclu-
sive tie-up for sales with these
very preferred sellers. All stocks
are given to the preferred sell-
er so that the e-com platform
can show non-involvement and
do not suffer any implications,”
Arvinder Khurana, National
President, AIMRA in the letter
that was sent to Modi on
Monday.
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Billionaire Mukesh Ambani’s
Jio cornered more than half

of the telecom spectrum auc-
tioned by the government over
the past two days, offering
about Rs 57,123 crore to con-
solidate its holding of the scarce
resource that are used to carry
mobile call and data signals.

Telecom giant Bharti
Airtel bid Rs 18,699 crore to
pick up 355.45 megahertz
(MHz) out of the 855.60 MHz
of radiofrequency, giving it
“most formidable” spectrum
holding in the country.

Vodafone Idea Ltd, which
is facing a huge liability of
unpaid statutory dues of past,
bought spectrum worth Rs
1,993.40 crore, Telecom
Secretary Anshu Prakash told
reporters here.

In all, some 60 per
cent of the spectrum offered
was sold, according to Prakash,
who said the bids came at the

floor price -- or minimum
price that was acceptable to the
government.  In the first auc-
tion of radio airwaves in five
years, the government offered
2,308.80 MHz of spectrum in
seven bands, at a reserve price
of nearly Rs 4 lakh crore.
However, airwaves in the pre-
mium 700 MHz and 2,500
MHz bands went unsold.

The telecom secretary said
855.60 MHz of spectrum was
bought for Rs 77,814.80 crore
in the two-day auction.

Spectrum refers to the

radio frequencies allocated to
the mobile industry and other
sectors for communication
over the airwaves. This includes
FM or AM radio broadcasts
and even other wireless forms
of communication like
Bluetooth and Wi-Fi.

Mobile phones also use
these same radio waves to
transmit voice calls and data.
These frequencies come in dif-
ferent bands, supporting spe-
cific technologies as well as
governing speed of transmis-
sion. 
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New Delhi:Telecom operator
Vodafone Idea Ltd (VIL) on
Tuesday said spectrum
acquired by it in five circles
will help boost 4G coverage
and capacity, enabling the
company to offer “superior
digital experience” for its cus-
tomers.

In a statement issued after
the conclusion of the spec-
trum auctions on Tuesday,

VIL said it has used “this
opportunity to optimise spec-
trum holding post-merger to
create further efficiencies in
few circles”.

With the telecom indus-
try gearing up for 5G play,
VIL hoped that large quantum
of spectrum in globally har-
monised bands would be
made available for all opera-
tors in the future at fair prices.
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New Delhi: The Gold prices
on Tuesday tumbled �679 to
�44,760 per 10 grams in the
national capital, due to bleak
international market trend
and rupee appreciation,
according to HDFC
Securities. The precious
metal had closed at �45,439
per 10 grams in the previous
close.Silver also crashed by �
1,847 to �67,073 per kg from
the closing of �68,920 per kg
in the previous day trade.

PTI

Mumbai:The rupee rose by
18 paise to close at 73.37
against the US dollar on
Tuesday, ending its three-day
losing streak on the back of
gains in domestic equities
amid improving risk
appetite.

Dollar demand eased
after a pullback in crude oil
and bond yields which sup-
ported the rupee sentiment,
analysts said.At the interbank
forex market, the local unit
opened at 73.32 against the
greenback and witnessed an
intra-day high of 73.31 and
a low of 73.48. PTI
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A
n MBA degree from a premier
Indian B School can give sev-
eral lucrative opportunities to

earn. Many might have this question
in their mind, ‘What exactly do MBA
graduates do at work after business
school?’. This largely depends on the
area of specialisation that they choose
and the organisation that they join.
Some organisations ensure that the
MBA graduates have an experience in
all functional areas. 

They make them have a short stint
in marketing, finance, operations
human resources and even in
International Business. There are oth-
ers who make them take executive
assistant roles, and make them get the
experience of working with the top
leadership of the organisation. There
are others who make them work in
core functional areas of business.
The initial period of six months goes
in understanding the culture of the
company along with the organisa-
tional politics.

During the initial years an MBA
in sales and marketing generally
spend time in research and generate
lists of potential customers, provide
input on customer briefs, prepare pre-
sentations and sales literature. They
also help to develop client relation-
ships and retain existing accounts.
They assist in evaluating new clients
and maintain records. They also work
with experienced sales and marketing
professionals, attend meetings, and
participate in other networking activ-

ities. An MBA Finance helps in assist-
ing the process of developing and
reviewing budgets. 

They also provide accurate cash
-flow projections to the finance divi-
sion. They work on the monthly
budget and work closely with experi-
enced finance executives in decision
making. They help in general ledger
management, reconciliation of balance
sheets; follow up with various inter-
nal stakeholders; prepare monthly
schedules for specific accounts and
support in the monthly book closing
process for expense accrual and
accounting adjustments, and also
manage prepaid expenses. Some
organisations make the MBA finance
graduates prepare statutory financials,
make notes to accounts and schedules;
coordinate external and internal
audits; answer audit queries. They also
make them support the accounting

manager/finance director on expens-
es and balance sheet analysis, com-
pliance with internal controls and
complying with internal controls for
accounting functions. 

An MBA Operations person is
expected to have a customer —
focused, ‘service first’ mentality. He
/she is expected to assimilate data
rapidly and create timely resolutions
and solutions to all levels of stake-
holders. He/she is expected to be
proactive in assessing the processes &
procedures and evaluate room for
enhancement. 

An MBA in operations is expect-
ed to have the ability to thrive in a fast-
paced environment as well as work-
ing under pressure, especially when
they are in a client facing operation
roles. An MBA specialised in human
resources (HR) works alongside the
HR Business Partner and HR

Operations teams as well as the local
Management team to provide gener-
alist HR support to the business. An
HR Generalist works alongside the
HR Centres of Excellence and is
responsible for the management and
administration of employees through
the entire employee life cycle includ-
ing onboarding, HR Programme sup-
port, offboarding among others.

Irrespective of the specialisation
MBA graduates are expected to cre-
ate and present impressive presenta-
tions to the internal and external cus-
tomers of the organisation. They are
also expected to be good in using soft-
ware and data management tools,
which can help their reporting man-
agers in better decision making.
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The Guru Gobind Singh
Indraprastha University,

Dwarka, New Delhi, in col-
laboration with, JNU Jean
Monnet Module, Centre for
European Studies, School
of International Studies,
Jawaharlal Nehru University,
New Delhi, is organising an
online Young Researchers
Conference 2021. 

The theme is “Global
Dynamics and Emerging
Trends: India and Europe”
on March 4 and March 5,
2021. This conference

intends to deliberate upon
the emerging trends, glob-
al changes and current
socio-economic and politi-
cal crises in changing land-
scapes and how these crises
pose challenges to India,
and Europe. 

His excellency Ugo
Astuto, Ambassador of the
European Union to India
has kindly consented to
address the inaugural ses-
sion of the conference on
March 4, 2020. The  guest of
honour of the inaugural ses-
sion is Dinesh K Patnaik,
Director General, ICCR.

I
f you have remained mesmerised
with buildings and skyscrapers
during your childhood, a career

in the real estate sector can be a
rewarding choice. From relationship
manager to direct sales executives,
there are several roles to make a
head start in the property market.
However, like every other job, you
must be equipped with a gamut of
skills to succeed and stay relevant in
the real estate industry.

Skills such as basic calculation
of construction cost, estimation of
appreciation, knowledge of rules
related to stamp duty and registra-
tion charges, and basic knowledge of
building codes etc., come in handy
for a real estate manager. Here is a
list of five critical skills needed for
landing a job in a real estate firm:

Communication skills: If you
are foraying into a career in the real
estate sector, be prepared for a one-
on-one with the potential home-
buyers. Excellent communication
skills are an essential part of the job.
The executives must be able to lay
bare the features of the project in
simple words.

As real estate investment is a
cost-intensive proposition, one must
be able to spell out the pros and cons
as well as the approximate ‘Return-
on-Investment’ (ROI) clearly. You
can develop these skills gradually by

practising in front of a mirror and
taking feedback from friends about
your body language.

Active listening: Along with
effective speaking skills, active lis-
tening is equally important.
Attentively listening to the exact
requirements of the customer is
essential. Only then you will be able
to suggest him the options in the
given budget and configuration.

Being enthusiastic, empathetic
and honest with the customer will
automatically incite your interest in
him. You can also develop active lis-
tening skills by listening to online
podcasts and making notes out of
them.

Negotiation skills: It is business

at the end of the day. You must be
able to convince the customers that
they are making the right choice.
However, as real estate investment
is heavy on the pocket decision, be
prepared for a lot of questions.

Be thorough with the details and
communicate effectively. Satisfying
the customers with all their queries
and being honest will put you in the
right stride. Learn to negotiate effec-
tively. Following up is a part of the
process, and you must be persistent
in keeping track of a beneficial lead.

Tech-savvy: Being tech-savvy is
not about being a cybersecurity
expert. It is about essential computer
skills such as making a presentation,
excel sheet and use of social media.
Being comfortable with technology
saves a lot of time and lets you bet-
ter manage your clientele. 

Social cues and local dialect: Be
prepared to face people from every
income strata and background.
While meeting an international
client, you must be presentable with
adequate mannerisms. While deal-
ing with a native client, you might
have to incorporate some local say-
ings and serve them accordingly.
Knowledge about the local dialects,
societal trends and using it to seal
the deal will be immensely useful. 
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The Indian Education Network recent-
ly hosted the 9th edition of the

Higher Education Summit in association
with Shobhit University at Le-Meridian
Hotel. The objective of the summit was
to discuss the new education policy, its
implementation on the ground and the
challenges and solutions to it.

Over the years, the Indian Education
Network hosted successful editions of the
summit. Last year, the education sector
around the world and more so in India has
seen a big shift due to pandemic. The
Covid-19 pandemic has put a lot of
restrictions on traditional classroom-
based teaching and learning in educational

institutions and has transformed it into
digital-based education. This year,the
summit witnessed many delegates from
higher education institutions, including
industry veterans and representatives
from the Ministry of HRD, AICTE and
other Government authorities who shared
their thoughts and insights on higher edu-
cation in India.

Kunwar Shekhar Vijendra-Chancellor,
Shobhit University, said: “Disruption due
to COVID-19has given us a reason to
innovate new things, to create new things,
to do new things. I take this opportunity
to congratulate our Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and the dynamic Ministry
of Education for taking this step when the
word was not able to do anything.”
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An assistant professor of nano-
science & technolog y at

University School of Basic &
Applied Sciences (USBAS) Dr
Satyabrata Mohapatra has been
assigned as the editor of coveted
internat ional  nano -science
research journal — NANO.

This Singapore-based research
journal has tendered this respon-
sible assignment seeing his out-
standing contributions in the field
of nano- science & technology.
Around 110 peer-reviewed

research papers in the related
field in the international journals
are already to his credit. He leads
a multi-functional nano-materials
laboratory at the university. 

It definitely makes for a spe-
cia l  ment ion that  Stanford
University, USA had adjudged Dr
Mohapatra as among the World’s
top 2 per cent scientists in the
field of applied physics some
times back.

While, the university is busy
promoting a culture of research at
present, this news will definitely
boost the endeavour.
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The ILAMED is going to start its Masters Course in
Micropigmentation & Microblading for doctors with live ses-

sions followed by hands-on training. This is the flagship programme
which is the most sought after in the field of Aesthetic Medicine.
This course is designed by experts for all the practitioners, which
helps them in adding a new dimension to their practice and answers
most of the clients’ needs. This programme covers the latest tech-
niques and procedures which are followed around the world by
the eminent aesthetic medicine expert including the best practices
as per the global standards. 

This Masters Course is backed by the best Institutes and
Associations around the world along with the renowned faculty
who are having more than two decades of experience in the field
of teaching and training.

This course is certified by The Plastic Surgery Center of Western
New York. 

The duration of this course is seven days. The curriculum is
very detailed and covers most of the important topics and proce-
dures which are delivered in the form of lectures, and the candi-
dates are given hands on training on Live Patients which helps them
to enhance their skills in their clinical practice.

This Masters programme covers most of the key topics relat-
ed to  Micropigmentation and Microblading such as Introduction
to PMU & Microblading (Basic & advanced), full blown recon-
struction (Alopecia), faux skin, eyebrows micropigmentation, Lip
micropigmentation, Lip Blush, Lip Tint, Lip correction, Eyeliner
Micropigmentation, BB glow, BB glow Blush, BB Glow contour-
ing, Scalp micropigmentation (SMP), Scalp Microblading (SMB),
PMU correction and many more. To get enrolled one can call/what-
sapp on +917838606869/9599224093. For more information you
can email info@ilamed.org and log on to www.ilamed.org.
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The first online school of India has been launched in the
Millenium city of Gurugram in Delhi-NCR. Known as

Cyboard School, the salient feature of the virtual school is a hybrid
model of delivery encompassing a mix of online classes which will
be followed by physical camps spread over 30 days in a year and
city-level interactions. The school targets enrolment of about 5000
students in Classes I to III by the end of March 2021.

A brainchild of two serial entrepreneurs and visionaries —Rajat
Singhal, Co-Founder & CEO, and Kunal Singhal, Co-Founder &
CTO, the model aims to overcome the drawbacks in convention-
al K-12 education, including lack of personalised learning, lack of
requisite infrastructure and good teachers, limited student-
teacher interaction and increased dependence on tuitions and impart
futuristic education to students through expert faculty members,
irrespective of any geographical barriers.

“The online K-12 segment is projected to be nearly 3.7 times
its existing size of $1.16 billion by 2025. The pandemic has under-
scored the significance of digitisation across sectors and education
is no exception,” said Singhal. 

With the union budget of 2021
focusing like never before on

Healthcare through the three-
pronged, holistic approach - includ-
ing preventive care, curative care, and
well-being, there will be a bigger push
toward a healthier country. To meet
the demand for healthcare solutions
that was generated last year, there has
been many frugal state-of-the-art
innovations associated with touchless
diagnostic tools, ventilators, medical
and surgical devices that support bet-
ter patient outcomes and faster
healthcare administration in hospi-
tals.

At a national scale, there has
been an unprecedented push
towards digitisation through
upskilling across sectors. The main
reason why it is considered as an
‘unprecedented push towards dig-
italisation’, is because this was not
limited to just the key employees
who were used to the IT infra-
structure that was provided, but also
all the support staff that included
the Admin, HR, Finance, Training
and development, etc. to get aligned
with the new protocols of commu-
nication and also be effectively
able to perform the organisations
functions without any lacuna. This
sea of change was not any different
for the health care professionals of
the country. 

Without any differentiation of
urban or rural, all doctors were
expected to get used to online con-
sultations, ordering online diag-
nostics and prescriptions, resulting
in the patients getting the said
medicines at home, based on the
diagnosis. While there was initial
reluctance by some of the doctors

and staff, everyone was quick to
overcome their limitations in tech-
nology for the larger benefit of the
patients and the country at large.
The demand for healthcare solu-
tions also prompted fast-tracking
digitisation initiatives by the
Government and providers. One
such game changer was the
Government approval for telemed-
icine usage in India. This changed
the landscape of how doctor-patient
visits were being managed in India,
resulting in making healthcare
more accessible to both urban and
rural areas across the country.

Another outcome of the pan-
demic has been the acceptance of

the larger public to become more
willing to undergo regular health
check-ups to ensure that they
remain healthy. This has resulted in
identifying more people with dif-
ferent adverse health conditions.
This situation has put additional
stress on the current healthcare
ecosystem resulting in the need for
better and faster treatment protocols
to support patient care and out-
comes. This is an area that can be
upgraded by upskilling the medical
fraternity. While there ismultiple
such continuing medical education
for Masters in Medicine (MD),
there are only limited options for
Masters in Surgery (MS) speciali-

sations, related to new age tech-
nology.

To fill this gap of technical supe-
riority, industry academia partner-
ships should initiate programmes
that allow the surgical residents to
get acquainted with the future of
surgical care. Such programmes
should engage with resident sur-
geons/fellows early on in their
career, equipping them with knowl-
edge on robotic/tech-enabled
surgery and its clinical applications.
Facilitating such programmes with
Robotic-Assisted Surgery (RAS)
will allow the residents to under-
stand the functionality, and scope
for such tech-enabled surgical pro-
cedures.

These kind of programmes can
give the budding surgeons theoret-
ical knowledge about how the robot
works, and the clinical applications
of the technology that will be
imparted by trained and successful
RAS practitioner. Early RAS sensi-
tisation programmes may lead to
better adoption of technology which
could result in not just reducing the
learning curve, but also enable the
country’s surgical healthcare land-
scape to function more effectively. 
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I
n COVID-19-era world economy
and society are now interconnect-
ed by supply chains, communica-

tions technology and travel. The rapid
growth of the number of appliances,
devices, vehicles and infrastructure
are linked which is foremost to the
overly interconnected world. Rise in
demand of digitalisation services cre-
ates a network of Internet of Things
devices to enable better consumer
experience but also raises the high inci-
dence of cyber attacks.

Cyber security jobs have been one
of the hottest jobs for students today.
The demand is unmatched in any other
technology domain. Companies across
the world have been continuously tar-
geted for cyber-Attacks. This scenario
has given massive opportunities for
professionals willing to enter the secu-
rity domain. Cyber security today
serves as a major source of employment
and a lucrative career option. First step
is to acquire basic cybersecurity skills,
followed by choosing a specific domain
based on personal interest and market
demand. For a successful career, stu-
dents need to get in-depth training,
develop skills, and acquire specific cer-
tifications in security.

India faced around seven lakh
cyber-attacks in August 2020 report by
(MeITY). As per the report India was
ranked third and one of the biggest vic-
tims of cyber-attacks in recent years,
makes it even more exigent.

In recent years Government and
private players have introduced a flur-
ry of specialised and standalone cours-
es on cyber security. From part-time to
distance learning to online mode with
varied provisions for certification,
diploma and degree programmes, these
courses have found much popularity
among students as well as career pro-
fessionals. 

The professionals are focused on
delivering technologies that help move
business operations forward while pre-
serving sensitive information. Despite
the recent increase in popularity of
cyber security as a course in our uni-
versities, colleges and institutes, are not
much enough. The demand of cyber
security experts in India has even less
than a paltry 10,000 professionals. For
a second largest economy of world

India and sustained by the second
largest population of the world with
expanding digital footprints, such a
miniscule number is grossly insuffi-
cient. Therefore, it is time that cyber
security as a specialised discipline
with all its attendant sub-disciplines
becomes an integral component of any
IT syllabus being taught within our uni-
versity systems as well as outside. 

Innovations and trends in tech-
nology have a direct impact on digital
security. Recent advancement of digi-
tisation and the Internet over things has
spurred a significant increase in cyber-
security solutions. We are moving for-
ward and creating a digital and smart
world that gives no place for vulnera-
ble cybersecurity and mediocrity.

Apart from a relevant degree in
technology, students need to have a
basic knowledge about advanced cyber-
security concepts, extensive cyberse-
curity work experience, industry cer-
tifications, knowledge of regulatory
policies is usually required to make a
career in cybersecurity. The rise in
cyber attacks is increasing the oppor-
tunities for professionals from all back-
grounds who want to make a career in
cybersecurity. Even people from
Humanities can make a career in
cybersecurity. 
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T
he University of
Hamburg iinvites appli-
cations for merit

awards. These opportunities
are available for international
students to concentrate fully on
their studies and gives them the
opportunity to develop their
skills.

Eligibility: You are enti-
tled to funding if you are pur-
suing an academic degree at the
universität and enrolled in
degree programme for at least
two semesters (master’s stu-
dents can apply after one
semester). Not hold German
citizenship and are not eligible
for the federal student loan
scheme. 

Upload: CV, letter of moti-
vation: use this form (PDF),
proof of social and/or inter-
cultural activities (if applicable),
a record of achievements:
STiNE printout or list of course
certificates.

Master’s students and doc-
toral researchers submit their
final certificate, evaluations
from two professors or junior
professors at Universität
Hamburg. In justified cases,
other teaching staff at
Universität Hamburg can also
prepare evaluations.

Admission requirements:
The applicants need to enrol at
Universität Hamburg at the
time of application. Language:
English

How to apply: Students
yo t to register at:

h t t p s : / / l o g i n . u n i -
hamburg.de/idp/profile/SAML2
/Redirect/SSO?execution=e2s1

Application deadline:
April 15, 2021 & October 15,
2021.

The Swinburne University
of Technology, Australia
invites applications for its
Australia Awards for brilliant
candidates. 

Eligibility: The bursary is
available for undergraduate,
postgraduate, or TAFE study at
the university. Candidates must
meet the criteria as per their
country guidelines. 

Supporting documents:
Aspirants must send the com-
pleted application with the
required documents as per
their respective nationalities.

Admission requirements:
Applicants must need to have
good grades in their previous
academic study, equivalent to
the minimum Grade Point
Average (GPA) for their desired
degree at the university.

Language requirement: If
English is not your first lan-
guage, you will need to show
that your English language
skills are high enough to suc-
ceed in your studies.

How to apply: To apply for
this bursary, applicants must
have to complete the applica-
tion procedure via an online
portal.

Application deadline: The
last date to apply for this award
is April 30, 2021.
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I
n today’s era of digital tech-
nology, survival of many organ-
isations is contingent on how

they leverage cutting-edge tech-
nologies to transform their work-
places into augmented environ-
ments. However, for this transfor-
mation to happen, organisations
must make prudent decisions and
avoid the costly buy, not build tal-
ent strategy — opting for expen-
sive new hires instead of re-skilling
or up-skilling the existing employ-
ees.

Skill advancement is not a sta-
tic process, rather it is crucially
important to continue it at all lev-
els. If one envisions to form an
organisation that is constantly
learning, growing, and achieving
its targets, they need to have learn-
ing employees who are keen to
adopt new skills and move in pace
with ever-evolving business land-
scape.

Up-skilling is a term well-
known. With technology causing
a tectonic shift in the workplace
and creating new possibilities that
can be fully realised only by a mod-
ernised workforce, there is an
ever-increasing need for students
and employees to learn new skills
and competencies that are required
for the emerging job market.

Here we have rounded up a list
of courses that can help you upskill
and boost your job prospects. 

Cloud Architect Certification
Programme: This specialised
course offered by one of India’s
leading ed-tech company,
Intellipaat, equips you with profi-
ciency in Cloud and DevOps. As
part of the program, you get to
work on real-world projects in
AWS, Azure, DevOps, Python,
Java, Splunk, Linux, and much
more. In this program, it will
cover 11 courses, 26 industry-
based projects, and the CAP-
STONE Project. As part of this
masters in Cloud Computing, you
will also receive official course
material issued by Microsoft for
integrating on-premises identity
Infrastructure with microsoft
Azure’ and implementing securi-
ty in Azure Development
Solutions’. 

Data scientist master’s pro-
gramme: This course offered in
joint collaboration introduces stu-
dents to integrated blended learn-
ing, equipping them with expertise
in both AI and data science. This
advanced course will make stu-
dents industry-ready for skills in AI
and data science and consequent-
ly render them job-ready.

Content Writing Course: This
course teaches you to become a
potential content creator & skills to
translate thoughts into words that
can attract everyone. It upgrades
your resume with certifications and
industry experience, differentiating
your profile from masses and accel-
erates your career to a better job pro-
file. The course enables participants
to translate their thoughts into
structured words and explore new
ways to express themselves in the
best possible way at the workplace.
It enables the participants to inves-
tigate deeper into any topic and
become a deemed expert by devel-
oping skills pertaining to creating,
evaluating, reorganising, repack-
aging, strategising and presenting
content.  Taking the course helps in
improving one’s persuasive skills
which comes in handy especially for
professionals in sales, marketing,
advertising and communications.
This course shapes you into a
dynamic writer who can write on
any subject at any forum which dri-
ves conversations and actions on
social media, search engines, e-com-
merce, blog  and landing pages.

PGD in software development
(Big Data): This comprehensive
diploma program offered by
UpGrad is designed for those who

wish to deep dive into the world of
Big Data, its key processes and
industrial applications. This course
teaches in-depth about concepts
related to Big Data such as data
warehousing, real-time processing,
data processing and Big Data ana-
lytics. Students also get to work with
tools like Java, Python, Spark, Kafka,
and Hive etc. The program includes
seven -pluscase studies and projects
which will assist you in sharpening
your real-world skills.

Professional teaching: Suraasa
is a leading teacher-growth-focused
EdTech and JobTech platform,
offers internationally-recognized
UK Level 6 Teaching Qualifications
in India. Designed by a team of vet-
eran educationists, cognitive sci-
entists, and data scientists in con-
sultation with thousands of teach-
ers and industry specialists, the two
qualifications — Professional
Graduate Certificate in Teaching &
Learning (PgCTL) and Diploma in
Teaching aim to help teachers
accelerate their professional growth
and be successful in creating a high
impact learning environment in
their classrooms.

They empower teachers with
21st Century teaching skills, crucial
to engage the new generation of
Gen Z and Gen Alpha students.
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A
dmissions are now
open to various
programmes at the

Faculty of Science and
Humanities (FSH) at SRM
Institute of Science and
Technology (SRMIST),
Kattankulathur and for
Medicine and Health
Sciences programmes at
SRM Medical College
Hospital & Research
Centre (SRM MCHRC),
Kattankulathur. 

Under the Faculty of
Science & Humanities,
SRMIST offers various
Undergraduate and Post
Graduate programmes
from the College of
Science and Humanities,
School of Management,
and School of Law. Several
UG and PG programmes
are also available for stu-
dents in the Faculty of
Medicine and Health
Sciences that has the
College of Pharmacy,
College of Physiotherapy,
College of Occupational

Therapy, College of
Nursing, School of Public
Health, among others.

The soft launch of
application forms for
Faculty of Medicine and
Health Sciences, and
Faculty of Science and
Humanities was held
at the Institute's
premises in
the presence
of SRMIST’s
Pro VC
(Medical) Lt Col
Dr A Ravi Kumar,
D i r e c t o r
(Admissions) Dr KS
Lakshmi, Director
(Communications) R
Nandakummar, Assistant
Director (M&H) Venkata
Ramakrishnan, Assistant
Director (S&H), Dr Vivek
Shivhare, Dean (FSH) Dr
J Jothikumar,  Dean (Law)
Dr CA Gurudath, Dean
(Dental) Dr N Vivek,
Dean (SHP) Dr Padma
Venkat, Dean (Pharmacy)
Dr V Chitra, Dean

(Physiotherapy) Veera
Goutham and Dean
(Occupational Therapy)
Dr U Ganapathy Sankar.

FSH and SRM
MCHRC has several dis-
ciplines that prepare stu-
dents to fill that growing

need and take advan-
tage of that grow-

ing opportunity.
Admissions to
any of these pro-

grammes will be
based on the eligibil-
ity, Board examina-

tion marks, depart-
ment level examination
conducted by the respec-
tive schools in SRM and
one-to-one interaction. 

Candidates applying
should have secured a
minimum aggregate of 50
per cent in the Boards.
Indians and non-resident
Indians can apply. 

Interested students
can visit the site:
www.srmist.edu.in for
more information.
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I
ndia’s Test vice-captain
Ajinkya Rahane on Tuesday
said there is no need to take

criticism of the spin-friendly
pitches in the country “serious-
ly” as not a word is spoken about
the “damp” tracks elsewhere
and England can expect anoth-
er turner in the fourth Test.

There has been a lot of talk
about the spinning tracks in the
second Test at Chepauk and the
pink ball game at Motera which
ended inside two days. The
fourth and final Test starts on
March 4.

“I think the wicket will be
similar to the second Test match
in Chennai, spinning track. Yes,
pink ball made the difference
and it came much quicker off the
wicket compared to red ball and
we had to make adjustments,”
Rahane said during a virtual
media conference.

“Wicket will be a lot similar
to last two Test matches,” he
added.

Rahane, for the first time in
many years, shed his reticence
when asked to respond to the
criticism from former England
players that the pitches have not
been ideal. Some have even
urged the ICC to act against
India for preparing a turner.

“See, let people speak what
they want to. The wickets, when
we tour abroad, no one speaks
about how seaming they are.
They always speak about the
technique of the Indian bats-
men, I don’t feel we need to take
seriously what people say,”
Rahane was sharp in his
response.

“...You see, when we tour
abroad, the first day wicket is
damp. When wicket becomes
grassy and behaves up and
down, then the pitch becomes
dangerous but we haven’t com-
plained about it or we have never
spoken about it.”

‘VERY SIMILAR PITCH’
Young England opener Zak

Crawley too echoed Ajinkya
Rahane’s sentiments on the
Motera strip which he believes
will be “similar” in nature but red
ball will make it “slightly easier”
for the batsmen.

“Yeah, I think it will be a
very similar pitch this week. It
wasn’t easy to score for sure, but
it was the same for both sides,
and they played very well com-
pared to us. So, we had our
chance to bat first and did well
and unfortunately, we didn’t
play well as we needed to,”
Crawley said at a virtual confer-
ence.

Quizzed whether batting
will be easier in the final Test as
it will be a red ball game again,

he answered in affirmative.
“It depends on the pitch

obviously, but I do think that it
will be slightly easier. I felt that
the pink ball was a bit harder (to
play) and that ball skidded on
quite quickly, which is why
Axar got so many wickets
through leg before and bowled.”

Axar’s arm ball will be a
massive threat, conceded
Crawley.

“I think he still has that ball
in his armoury for sure and he’ll
still be a massive threat with that
one (red ball). But I think it
might not skid on with the same
pace as the pink ball but it won’t
be completely different,”
explained Crawley.

Crawley was the only half
centurion for England in the last

game.
“Yeah, it’s nice to score some

runs. I probably had the best
(chance) to face seamers early,
but still nice to score some
runs, nonetheless,” he said,
adding that hopefully he will
have the game-plan in the final
match.

The 23-year-old, lavished
praise on left-arm spinner Axar
Patel, who has grabbed 18 wick-
ets from two Tests.

“You know, he (Axar) is a
very good bowler, especially in
these conditions, he has been
very accurate, he doesn’t give
you much to score, and he has
got one that goes straight on, in
these conditions, one (to) turn,
so he is very good bowler,” said
Crawley.

����� ,:31:3

By his own admission,
England’s Jack Leach is in

awe of the exploits of
Ravichandran Ashwin and
Axar Patel during the pink ball
Test and he is eager to learn the
nuances of spin bowling from
the Indian duo in the fourth
and final match, starting here
on Thursday.

Ashwin and Axar used the
spin-friendly Motera pitch to
great effect and picked up 18 of
the 20 English wickets in the
match to demolish the visitors.

“When you see players
having so much success, like
Ravichandran Ashwin, who
has just got to 400 Test wick-
ets and has a lot of experience
in India, and Axar Patel, who
has had a great start to Test
cricket, of course, you try to
learn from them,” Leach wrote

in a column for Sky Sports.
“It’s important not to look

at it too emotionally though
and think ‘I just want to bowl
exactly like them!’. 

The 29-year-old left-arm
spinner felt the experienced

Ashwin was very clever in the
way he changed his seam posi-
tion.

“He (Ashwin) will bowl to
the same spot but the way it
gets there and whether it hits
the seam or hits the lacquer
varies and the ball reacts very
differently,” Leach observed.

“Then Axar is someone
who seems to present every ball
the same, a squarish seam,
then a few skid on and the odd
one grips — that has been so
effective on the wickets we’ve
played on.”

Leach is up for the chal-
lenge that awaits him in the
final Test and sounded confi-
dent after picking up the wick-
ets of top four Indian batsmen
in the third Test.

“...We’re all keen to learn
and are excited by the chal-
lenge; you have to be because
if it was all easy then it would-

n’t be Test cricket and it would-
n’t be as much fun when you
have those good moments. It’s
something that I’m relishing,”
he said.

“I was really pleased with
the way I got the wickets, lbw
and they were all from straight
balls, obviously the balls before
spin and then you get the
wicket with the straight one.”

He said he will not get a
better four-wicket than he
grabbed in the last Test in the
form of Rohit Sharma,
Cheteshwar Pujara, Virat Kohli
and Ajinkya Rahane.

“I’m pleased with the wick-
ets that I’ve taken, bowling to
some of the best players in the
world in their own backyard. I
don’t think I’ll get a better four-
for and I feel like I’ve held my
own really; that gives me a lot
of confidence moving forward,”
he said.
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Chris Gayle said on Monday he is
focused on the “bigger picture” of

winning a third T20 world title with the
West Indies later this year, ahead of the
veteran batsman’s return to International
cricket this week.

The 41-year-old was named in the
Windies’ 14-man squad for the three-
game T20I series against Sri Lanka,
which starts in Antigua on Wednesday.

Gayle, who was part of the World
T20-winning sides in both 2012 and
2016, played the last of his 58 T20Is
against England in March 2019.

The Windies will attempt to defend
their title in India in October and
November.

“I want to accomplish, starting off
by winning the series, but the bigger pic-
ture is actually to get three T20 titles
under my belt,” Gayle told a press con-
ference.

“That’s actually the goal I’m setting
in my head — winning the T20 World
Cup. The World Cup is still a long way
off but by the time you quint (blink), it’s
World Cup time.”

Gayle has made 1,627 T20I runs
with a highest score of 117 at an aver-
age of over 32.

“I want to win the series,” Gayle
added. “I want to get off to a good start.
It’s really good to be back. Hopefully I
can perform, help the team, and put the

team in a winning position.”
He is one of four openers in the

West Indies squad, but said that he
could be used lower down the order
again.

“It seems like I’m the number three
specialist now,” he said. “It’s not a
problem. I’m good at playing spin, I’m
as good at playing fast bowlers as any-
one as I’m an opener.

“But with West Indies cricket, what-
ever role they want me to play, I’m will-
ing to play that particular role. If it’s
opening, I’m ready, number three,
number five — I’m pretty much flexi-
ble. I will still be the best number five
in the world, best number three in the
world.”
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Ravichandran Ashwin is a
thinking cricketer, who is

constantly reinventing him-
self, said former India bats-
man VVS Laxman, insisting
that preparation is key to the
veteran off-spinner’s success.

Ashwin recently became
the fourth Indian bowler to
take 400 Test wickets, when he
achieved the feat by dismiss-
ing Jofra Archer in the pink
ball Test at Ahmedabad. He
also became the second fastest
bowler to reach the land-
mark after Sri Lanka spin
wizard Muttiah Muralitharan.

“I think he’s (Ashwin) a
very intelligent person. When
you’re playing at the highest
level, then it’s not only about
your skill, it’s about your
preparation, your planning
and execution is so critical.

“So, he works out what are
the weaknesses of the bats-
man. He plans those dis-
missals and that’s why I think
he is reinventing himself,”
Laxman, a veteran of 134
Tests, said on Star Sports show
Cricket Connected.

To prove his point,
Laxman cited the example of
Steve Smith’s trouble against
Ashwin during India’s recent
tour Down Under.

“We saw recently in the
Australia series how he
(Ashwin) troubled someone as
great as Steve Smith and that’s
another thing that makes
Ashwin or any champion
player special, that he wants to
be the best and compete
against the best,” he said.

Former India opener
Aakash Chopra too lavished
praise on Ashwin, saying he is
one of the biggest match win-
ners the country has ever
produced.

“78 Test matches for 400
Test wickets. Let the naysay-
ers be! He’s been absolute
phenomenal with the craft
that he has displayed over a
period of time and as he’s
growing as a bowler, he’s pick-
ing a lot of wickets. So, that
question mark is also getting
answered quite nicely,” said
Chopra.

“I feel that he’s an absolute
rockstar. He’s one of the
biggest match winners that
India has ever produced, of
course Anil Kumble will still
remain at No 1,” added 43-
year-old, who has played 10
Tests for the country. 
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Seasoned India off-spinner
Ravichandran Ashwin

along with England captain
Joe Root and West Indies’
new batting sensation Kyle
Mayers were on Tuesday
nominated for the ICC
Player of the Month for their
exceptional performances in
February.

Ashwin played three
Tests against England and
scored 106 in the second
innings of India’s second
Test victory at Chennai and
took his 400th Test wicket in
the third Test victory at
Ahmedabad.

“Scoring a total of 176
runs across these games with
taking a total of 24 wickets,
Ashwin is the deserving can-
didate to be nominated in
the men’s categor y for

February,” the ICC release
stated.

“England Test captain
Joe Root makes it to the list
of nominations again this
month for his outstanding
performance with the bat
and the ball. He scored a
total of 333 runs and took 6
wickets overall in the 3 Tests
that he played against India,”
it further stated.

From the West Indies,
Test debutant Mayers played
two matches against
Bangladesh and had a
match-winning knock of 210
to help his team successful-
ly chase a target of 395 at
Chittagong.

In the women’s section,
Tammy Beaumont and Nat
Sciver of England along with
Brooke Hall iday of 
New Zealand have been
nominated. 
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Punjab Kings co-owner Ness Wadia
feels the IPL can avoid crowds initial-

ly in the tournament and also wants to
know from the BCCI that why his
team’s base in Mohali has not been picked
among the potential venues for the 2021
edition despite a low Covid-19 caseload.

Delhi, Ahmedabad, Kolkata,
Bengaluru and Chennai have been short-
listed as potential venues but the BCCI
is yet to take a final call on the matter. 

“We have written to the BCCI to find
out under what criteria they have select-
ed the venues and why they have not
selected us. We were hoping to have
games in Punjab,” Wadia said.

“Some of the teams will not have a
home advantage, those are the concerns.
The cases in Chandigarh and Mohali are
not that much, I don’t know on what basis
they have shortlisted the venues,” he
added, referring to Chandigarh’s 69 new
cases on Monday.

The 2020 edition of the IPL was held
in the UAE in empty stadiums but there
is a possibility that the upcoming edition
at home will allow spectators with the
Covid situation improving drastically
since the last IPL.

The current India-England Test
series too is being played in front of lim-

ited fans.
However, Wadia feels IPL is a much

tougher challenge logistically compared
to a bilateral series and crowds can be
avoided at least initially due to safety con-
cerns.

“I think it would better to have no
crowd initially and then evaluate the
Covid-19 situation as the event progress-
es. There is no question that the IPL is
tougher to organise than a bilateral
series. We want whatever is best and safe
for the players and the bio-bubble.
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Real Madrid’s chances of chasing
down La Liga leaders Atletico

Madrid were dealt a blow on Monday
as they needed a late Vinicius Junior
equaliser to secure a 1-1 draw with
Real Sociedad.

It could have been worse for
Zinedine Zidane’s side, with Vinicius’
finish in the 89th minute preventing
what would have been a damaging
defeat after a weekend in which both
Atletico and Barcelona had won.

Atletico’s victory over Villarreal on
Sunday put them six points clear of
Real Madrid, an advantage that is now
only cut to five ahead of next week’s
Madrid derby at the Wanda
Metropolitano. Atletico also have a
game in hand.

The result ends Real Madrid’s run
of five consecutive wins while Portu’s
brilliant header for Real Sociedad early
in the second half was also the first goal
conceded by the reigning champions
in five games.

It represents an important shift in
momentum. A few days ago Atletico
might have hoped just to hold on to
first place next weekend but now they
could spy an opportunity to all but

knock their opponents out of the title
race.

Madrid had 20 shots to Real
Sociedad’s six but lacked edge in the
final third, with the injured Karim
Benzema watching on from the stands.

“We’ve had games where we won
and maybe we didn’t deserve to win
as well, we can’t change anything,” said
Madrid coach Zidane. “We have to
keep going. There is a long way to go.”
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Liverpool: Everton boosted their
bid to earn a top-four finish in the
Premier League as Richarlison
sealed a 1-0 win against struggling
Southampton on Monday.

Carlo Ancelotti’s side won for
the first time in six home league
games thanks to Richarlison’s early
goal.

Everton’s last success at
Goodison Park had come against
Arsenal just before Christmas,
but ending a run of three consec-
utive home league defeats lifted
them to within two points of
fourth-placed West Ham.

The seventh-placed Toffees
have a game in hand on West
Ham, as well as Liverpool and
Chelsea, who occupy the places
directly above them. AFP
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South Africa pace great Dale Steyn has claimed that
cricket takes a back seat at the Indian Premier

League, insisting that money is given more importance
than the game in the lucrative T20 tournament.

Justifying his on-and-off IPL career, Steyn said this
was one of the reasons he had not featured regularly
in the world’s biggest franchise-based T20 tournament.

“I think when you go to the IPL, there are such
big squads and so many big names and so much
emphasis on maybe the amount of money players earn
and everything like that, so sometimes, somewhere
down the line, cricket gets forgotten,” said Steyn, who
was part of the Royal Challengers Bangalore squad in
the last IPL.

In January this year, Steyn announced that he is
opting out of the IPL 2021 but will play other leagues
around the world.

Steyn’s decision influenced RCB to release him
ahead of the IPL 2021 auction.

Steyn has played 95 IPL matches, picking up 97
wickets with a best of 3 for 8.

But the South African’s repeated injury break-
downs didn’t help his cause as he just featured in 12
IPL matches in the last three seasons.

The South African pacer, who is representing
Quetta Gladiators in the Pakistan Super League 6, said
he took the break as he needed time off from the game
and also because he found playing in other leagues
around the world more rewarding as a player.

“When you come to like the PSL or the Sri Lankan
Premier League, for that matter, there is an importance
on cricket. I have only been here for a couple of days
and I have had people in and out of my room, just
wanting to know about where I have played and how
I went about it,” Steyn said.

“Whereas, when I go to something like the IPL
that gets forgotten and the main topic is how much
money did you go for in this IPL? That’s just me being
brutally honest. I wanted to stay away from that and
really put more emphasis on playing and bringing good
vibes to good cricket teams and tournaments I feel are
worth it,” he added.
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Pitch will be similar to last 2 Tests: Rahane
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